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CANADA

MEDICAL JOURNAL.

ORIGINAL COM.MUNICATIONS.

Tlhe ofpdermic Adnisration ofMorphia. By LA Es noss, M.D.,
Toronto.

Permit me to avail inyself of space in the columns of your valuable
journal, to direct the attention of thep medical profession to the adminis-
tration of morphia, hypodermically, in various forms of discase to which
the human family arc very liable.

Every practitioner is fully awarc of the good effect of imorphia over
pain in almost all painful diseases when it cin be readily taken into the
ystem by the absorbents; but when the primo ioe are so deranged as

to prevent the morphia from passing into the circulation, every one will
dmit the inutility of the medicine; hence in cholera, or in acute gastri-
i8, opium, morphia-and many other medicines may bc given in enor-
ous quantities, without producing their characteristie effects; and in
any instances those discases have proved fatal, because the system
aid not be brouglit under their powerful soothing influences in time tO
unteract the powerful mnorbifie influence. But when medicine is
pplied hypodermically, my experience teaches me, that a given quantity

ut into the blood produces a positive effect, as the following cases will
rove:

Case 1--Feb. 1860. A lady, aged thirty-five years, had suffered
der hemierania of the right side for four or five months of a periodical

daracter, recurring in severity every evening, who had tried all the usual
edies, both anodyne, and anti-periodic, such as opium, morphia,

nite, arsenic, quinine, iron, &c., !int with only temporary relief.
ast, I determined to try the effet of morphia, hypodermically

8 ed, and injected half a grain into the areolar tissue of the posterior
t of the arm, which in ten minutes produced a peculiar sensation of
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dizziness in the .ead, and within an hour the pain had entirely subsided
and she fel asleep. I repeated the operation every evening for ten days,
and then every second evening for ten days more, always anticipating the
attack, when the pain showed very slight disposition to return, and was
completely routed by giving ler three drops of tineture of aconite with
thirty drops of the Syrup Ferri Ixdide three times a day for a few days.

I have seen her repeatedly since, but she bas had no return of the
pains, and now enjoys good health.

Cuse 2.--Feb., 1SG0. A man about thirty summers affieted with a
violent pain iu the back of bis neck, evidently of a neuralgie character,
that had tormented him for several weeks, and had entirely incapacitated
him to perforn bis duty as a labourer in the gas works.

I injected into the posterior part of bis arm half a grain of morphia,
which gaTe him relief in about fifteen minutes, and in less than half an
hour he felt disposed to sleep. I saw him next day ; hc had passed a
comfortable night, but the pain had slightly returned. I repeated the
injection of the same strengtb, and two days afterwards, I again rcpeated
it, each repetitition being followed by additional relief. I followed up
the treatment with three drops of tincture of aconite, and thirty drops of
Syrup Ferri Iodide three times a day, and the patient was soon able ta
resume bis occupation. I saw bima two months after in good health, when
he expressed himself very thankful for the relief he had obtained.

Case 3.-Feb., 1860. A woman, aged thirty, suffering under a vio
lent attack of puerperal mania, who had become so uncontrollable as tO
cause ber friends te call in three policemen, who, when I arrived, we
in the act of holding her down upon the bed.

Her pupils were dilated; she was talking incoheienty, and severelY
struggling beneath the iron grasp, oi ber guardians in blue.

Believing morphia would be more conducive towards quieting her
troubled mind than the straiglit jacket, I was induced to insert haif a
grain beneath the skin of ber arm, and at the end of twenty'minutes due
became quite passive, net requiring to be Leld, lut d:d not sleep; andt"
days after t sent ber to the asylum, where she subsequently, ten d8y
after, died.

Case 4.-Feb., 1860. A young lady, suffering under an attaclf
acute inflammation of the left car, accompanied by intoleiAble 001
which had been greatly aggravated by pouring chloroform into thee '
by erder of some would-be doctor.

t injected into the right arm half a grain of morphia. In ton DnlaD

she began to feel relief, and in half an hour the pain wac entirely go
and the patient slept. I saw ber the next day, she had slept neary
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izht, and appeared muel refreshed, but had a slight return of the pain.
I directed that a warm poultice. as ordered the previous niglit, shouldbe

continued over the ear, and repeated the injection the sanie strengtb.
The following day she appeared to be almost well, and espressed ber-

self thankful in the kindest imanner f'r so sudden and unexpected transi-
tion to health.

'ue 5.-Later in the year, I waz called upon to visit a mian of middle
age, who was suffering under an attack of delirium tremens. le was
very restless, and required constant watching. His stomach was very
iuch diýturbed, his pulse feeble, and his pupils nuch dilated. In such

5ces, morphia or opium wîil generally aet kindly, aund I therefore in-
jected lialf a grain of morphia iuto his arm, and left him for the night.
Next day I was told that he had slept nearly all that night, and was
still iaelined to sleep. I ordered hima to have small doses of norphia
by the stomaach, occasionally, to keep up the effect, and he made a rapid
recovery without further treatment.

Case ;.--Jany. 23rd., i16. 3r. D., a young lady aged twenty-
four, during the seventh month of utero-gestation of ber third child,
wtas scizcd with an attack of acute gastritis, produced by indiscretion ir
dieting and over exertion. ler stoulacli was very irritable, she was
vouiting incessantly, lier tongue was furred, unquenchable thirst, severe
pain in the epigastrium, increased by pressure, and bowels were consti-
pated.

After cleansing the stonach anl bowels by warn water drinks and
eaenata, I adninistered the whole catalogue of reniedies deerned appro-
priate for snch cases, both inlwardly and outwardly, wbichl appeared only
to palliate the symploms, not to cure the disease. Consequently upon
the 27th, the fourth day of the disease, fiading ber nuch prostrated, and
iMable to retain a spoonful of cold water upon lier stonach, I deternined
to try morphia hypodermically, and injected half a grain into her left
arm. At the end of fifteen minutes she closed ber eyes in sleep. I saw
her again at the end of half an bour, when she was sleeping calmly.
The arnxiety and distress, that had dwelt upon ber countenance for the
>lt four days, had now given place to a cahin and happy expression.
The inext day, at nine A.M., she was still inclined to sleep ; had slept five
r s1x lours during the night without intermission, and had not vomited

8 ep the application of thc needle. In the evening she was still better,
ct complained of slight pain in the stonach, had taken some gruel, and

lhad no returi of the romiting. I again injected half a grain into
the rn, and left ber for the night.

2. Iad slept considerably during the night, felt comfortable
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and still inclined to sleep. Ordered broth. In the evening continued
favourable, but still complained of tenderness in the epigastrium, which
appeared to be in the abdominal muscles, near their attachment to the
ribs and sternum, no doubt, produced by the excessive vomiting.

I applied the needle over the ensiform cartilage, and injected one fourth
of a grain of morphia.

The next day, Jany 30th, she experienced marked relief, and ex-
pressed herself comfortable. The bowels being constipated I ordered her
to take a teaspoonful of magnes: sulph: and repeat every three or four
hours until the desired effect should be produced. Jan 31st. Bowels
moved and doing well, ordered beefsteak and roasted potato. I saw her
again several days after when she appeared quite relieved but weak; an&
continued to improve until March lst, when she again sent for me. She
was then threatened with the same symptoms, which had been produced
by overloading her stomach with a variety of indigestible articles. fier
full term of gestation being now nearly completed, I induced labour as a
palliative measure, and delivered her in about eight hours of a healthy,
living child. The next morning, the after pains being very severe and ber
stomach rejecting everything, I injected half a grain of morphia into her
arm which was followed by marked relief. I repeated the dose in the
evening of the third, and again on the morning of the fourth, same strength,
each application being followed by additional relief. March 5th much bet
ter, and did not require the needle. In the evening she complained of a
slight 'cough, for which I prescribed a mild cough mixture and cautioned
her against sitting up, as she was disposed to do, the weather being
extremely cold. The next morning she had a severe chill; pleuro-pneI
monia of both sides set in, and she died two days after.

Case 7.-August, 1861. A man aged twenty-five, whom I sawin
the early part of-the day afflicted with rheumatism, and for whon-I
scribed a mixture containing three drops of tinct. verat. veridi nd
eight grains of potassia: acetat, in every teaspoonful, but instead 0f
giving one teaspoonful, the dose prescribed, his wife gave him a desser
spoonful, which contained nearly three times as much, and before bedtide
he having taken three doses, vomiting severely after each dose, and belaS

excessively prostrated, I was sent for in great haste, and not-vith
good reason, for when I arrived I found himvery much prostrated,re"
ing violently, and a tough ropy mucous was issuing, from hisM Oi
which indicated poisoning from the verat. verid. He could no
audibly, his pulse could scarcely be felt, his countenance appearédZ,&
ly, his skin cold, and bathed in perspiration, and his pupils-wer
dilated; in fact he appeared upon the very verge of dissolutionl
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mediately applied the hypodermie needle, and injected half a grain of
morphia into bis arm. Five minutes after the injection the retching
ceased, and in half an hour, bis pupils contracted, and he fell asleep. I
saw him next day. He had slept six or eight hours, almost without in-
termission, and now felt zomfortable, and expressed himself much pleased
because of the sudden disappearance of bis rheumatism. He made a
rapid recovery without further treatment, and in a few days was able to
walk about.

In this case I do not attribute the sudden cure of the rheumatism to
the morphia, but to the verat. verid. The morphia however saved bis life,
and could not have been administered in any other way with timely effect
to arrest the poisonous action of the veratrum.

I comle now, to the treatment hypodermically, of Cholera Canadensis, to
which lwish more particularly to draw the attention of the Medical profes-
sion,because it is a disease that has proved very troublesome, and unmanage-
able to every practitioner acquainted with it; not because medicine could
not be found to control the horrid symptoms which so rapidly prostrate
the vital powers of its victim, but simply because it could not be intro-
duced through the usual channels, in sufficient quantity, and with timely
speed to arrest the devastating power of the choleraic poison.

The stomach, and bowels, the great thoroughfare through which the
system is fed and nourished baving become so deranged, that nothing
can be digested, or absorbed; but on the contrary, that which is within,
-the fluids, and in the fluids, the solids of the body, are constantly pour-
ing out, and with them vitality also.

And having noticed in the case of gastritis and also that of poison-
ing by verat. virid. before mentioned, that the vomiting and retching was
s0 quickly relieved after the administration of the morphia, I felt satisý
flea that cholera might be relieved in the same way, and the opportunity
for trying it was soon afforded me.

Case 8.--August, 1861. A lady aged thirty was seized with cholera;
he symptoms were excessive vomiting and purging, rice-water evacuations,
5amps in the muscles of the extremities, pulse feeble, countenance pallid,

4Ps liid, and her skin bathed in clammy perspiration. She had been a
man of full plethoric habit, but was now pale and prostrated.

administered all the usual remedies in such cases, such as rinsing the
machthoroughlywith warm water,applyingsinapisms to the epigastrium

éxtremities, and giving calomel, opium, morphia, chalk, and hydrocy-
te aCid by the stomach, but without any permanent relief to my patient.

r the lapse of several hours, flnding the symptoms growing worse, I
mined to try maorphia hypodermically, and inserted nearly half a
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grain into ber arin, and in half an hour I was pleased to find a Most
favourable change. Next day she was much better, had not vomited
during the night, and only twice up to 10 a.m. -which was caused by the
patient rising up to take a drink. Her bowels had not moved, she had
slept occasionally and still seemed inclined to sleep. I saw ber again
in the evening of the same day, when she appeared more restless, and
complained of slight pains and rumbling in the bowels. I repeated the
injection of half a grain, and saw ber the next day. She had slept well,
and was much improved, and could bear nourishment upon the stomahe,
the bowels remained undisturbed, she convalesced rapidly, and is now en-
joying good health.

Case 9.-August, 1862. Mrs. J. C. was suddenly seized with cholera,
six or eight hours previous to my arrival, and was supposed to be in a
dying condition. I found ber much prostrated, skin pale, cold, and bathed
in clammy perspiration, lividity of the lips, pulse almost imperceptible
at the wrists, incessant vomiting, and purging; the evacuation being of
the rice-water character, and ber limbs contorted by agonizing spasms
which caused ber to shriek aloud, ber -voice husky, hoarse, and almost
unintelligible.

The coldness of the tongue and fauces was very marked, which
appears to be characteristie of the advanced stages of cholera. I im-
mediately inserted half a grain of morphia beneath the skin of the aram
and then -watched its effects.

The purging ceased in ten minutes; she never vomited after the appli
cation of the needle, and within half an hour she lay calm and quiet in
sIeep.

I directed the nurse to give ber some rice water or gruel, if awake, and
left ber for two hours. On my return she was still sleeping, neither sto
mach nor bowels having been disturbed; she breathed naturally; ber pulse
was more perceptible, and ber countenance began to resume its usual e.
pression. She slept for eight or ten hours, almost without intermisson
after, which she began to take nourishment, in the form of gruel an

milk, and continued to improve. About the third day the bowels ao
having moved, I gave ber a mild purgative, and directed that she shOuld
be kept quiet in bed for a few days until she regained ber strengt
which she did rapidly, and now, in 1866, she is still living.

Case 10.-July, 1863. 'An old dissipated man, of over eighty winte,
had been seized with cholera twelve hours previous to my arrval
found him very much prostrated, skin cold, lips livid, pulse could sea
be felt, the stomach and bowels constantly moving, the voice husVY,
tongue and fauces cold, and the legs cramped.
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I injected half a grain of morphia into his arm, and within forty min-
utes the symptoms were relieved, and he fell asleep. I visited him oc-

casionally throughout that day, and he appeared comfortable; the purging
and vomiting having entirely ceascd. I saw him again the next day.
He was much better, the stomach and bowels were still quiet; but being
a very old man whose constitution had been shattered by dissipation, and
having been allowed to suffer for twelve hours before any relief had been

sought for, he gradually sank from exhaustion.
I might enumerate several other cases, but let the above suffice to

draw the the attention of the profession to this very important subject.
lu all these cases I used the "salphate of morphia" in solution, pre-

pared as follows
»3 morph. sulph. grs. xxx ij.
Acid sulph. gtts. ij.
Aquo J ij. M.

Consequently every 3 contains grs. ij. and xv m. half a grain, the usual
dose eaployed.

The instrument used, was made by Teiman of New York, after the

plan suggested by Dr. Alexander Wood, and consisted of gutta-percha,
with capacity to hold half a drachm, baving four graduations upon the

piston; the nozzle a hollow, sharp-pointed needle being made of plati-
num.

The power, of morphia, as an anodyne, anti-phlogistie, and anti-spas-
modie, is undoubted, when a certain quantity is directly introduced into
the circulation, its effect is prompt and decisive; and as an antidote to
cholera, I belive, will be found perfectly reliable.

In neuralagia, some objections may be raised to the exhibition of mor-
phia, becaüse of the nausea, and vomiting which sometimes follow its use;
but in gastritis, or cholera, when these symptoms are always present, and
distress the patient so much, it certainly cannot aggravate, but, according

to My experience, invariably arrested them when administered hypoder-
iacally, and when proper precautions were taken to keep the patient in

the recumbent posture, with the head upon a level with the long axis of
tihe body until its effects had passed off.

I hope tihat the facts, as above related, will prove interesting to my
Pfessional brethren, and beneficial to suffering humanity.

I have omitted to state that, in over forty cases where I have used the
podermic needle, there has been no local irritation, requiring treatment
the seat of puneture; and therefore no fears need be entertained in

detion. f J. R, M.D.
Caroline Street, Toronto, March 5th, 1866.
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The Optical Defects of the Eye, and their Treatment, by the Scientific
use of Sectacles. BY A. M. ROSEBRUGH, M.D.

(Continued from page 411.)

CHAPTER III.-MYOPIA.

CONCAVE LENSES. - Before proceeding to the consideration of
Myopia, it will be well for us to glance at some of the properties of
concave lenses; and, in order to simplify the subject, we will confine
ourselves to eqi ui-concave lenses. An equi-concave lens is bounded by
two surfaces, which are portions of the concave side of two circles which
have equal radii.

Fig. 9. A, B, one of the concave surfaces of the lens. C is the
centre of curvature, and C, R the radius of curvature. When parallel
rays, P, P, strike one surface of the lens, they have divergence upon
leaving the second surface of the lens, as if they proceeded from tie
centre of curvature, C, which, in an equi-concave lens, is also the prin-
cipal focus of the lens. C, R is the focal length of the lens. In a
convex lens, the focus is measured behind the lens; in a concave lens, it
is measured infront of it. If we call the focus of the convex lens posi-
tive, we must call the focus of the concave lens negative. When parallel
rays of light fall upon a convex lens, they are converged to a foeus.
When they fall upon a concave lens, they are made to diverge. A on
vex lens enlarges, and a concave diminishes the apparent size of objects
The focal length of a convex lens is measured behind; and that of a co
cave lens, in front of the lens. They are, therefore, entirely opposite ii

all their properties; and, for this reason, a convex lens is called a
positive lens; and a concave one, a negative lens. Or, shorter stilli they
are indicated by the plus (+) and minus (-), algebraic symbols; thJu
+ 5, and- 5; or, + -, and - -. To ascertain the focal length of
concave lens, we ascertain what convex lens it will neutralize.

1. In a myopic eye, parallel rays, ai well as those that have a certil
degfee of divergence, are focussed in front of the retina; and
inverted image of distant objects being formed in the same positidis j
picture upon the retina will be ill-defined, and vision for distant obJe
conscquently indistinct.
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Patients with myopia complain that, although their vision for near
objects is perfect, they cannot sec objects at a distance with any dis-
tinetness. They can read the smallest type, when brought near the
-eyes, even better than persons with normal vision, but they are not able
to recognize their friends at a distance of fifteen or twenty feet.

In order to enable such persons to sec distinctly at a distance, it L
necessary for them to wear concave spectacles of such a strength, that the
parallel rays froni distant objects may have such a degree of divergence,
that, falling upon the myopie eye, they may form a focus upon the retina.
Theoretically, we should prescribe concave glasses of such a strength that
their focus will correspond with the patient's " far " point. Thus,
if the " far " point be 12 inches, we should prescribe- 12, as a twelve
inch concave lens, placed before such an eye, will give paralel rays fron
distant objects the same degree of divergence as if they proceeded fron
the " far " point of the eye ; nanely, at 12 inches from the eye. Thus,
in Fig. 9, P, P, represent parallel rays falling upon the concave lens, A.
B.; they are made to diverge, as if coming from the focus, C, and fall-
ing upon the eye divergently, they are focussed upon the retina at F.
Practically, however, we would find that - 12 would be rather too
strong, and that - 15, or - 16 would probably answer better. As a rule,
th weakest glasses should be worn that will enable the patient to sec
distant objects with distinctness.

In testing the degree of myopia, we use a series of test types that are
ao constructed that No. I (smallest) can be distinctly seen and read by
a person having normal vision, at a distance of 1 foot; No. II, at 2
4t; No. V, at 5 feet; No. XX, at 20 feet; and so on. A specimen of
ihese types will be annexed to this paper. The types are also used in
testing the acuteness of vision in Presbyopia, Hypermetropia, Amblyo-
lia, &e.

2. In determining the degree of myopia in any case, we ascertain the
geatest distance at which No. I test types can be read distinctly; if at

nches, the "far " point will be at 10 inches, and the myopia would
called n ; if at 6 inches the myopia would be called -. From this
- i as stated above, get a proximate knowledge of the strength of the

neacave lens necessary to relieve the myopia.

A myopie eye, when in a state of rest, is adjusted for diverging
e To enable such an eye to see distant objects, that is, to bring

el rays to a focus on the retina, it is necessary to give these parallel
a preliminary degree of divergence by the interposition of the proper
ive lens,
pia can be distinguished froi every other defect of vision, by the

441
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fact that concave glasses improve vision for distant objects. If we have
no concave glasses convenient, we can diagnose it from Amphyopia, (in-
sensibility of the retina) by the following ready method :-A person with
normal vision can read distinctly, No. 1 test type at 12 inebes, and even
a little farther. We will suppose that a patient's vision is so impaired,
that he can only read No. II at 6 inches; if ho is not aiso myopie, he
can also read No. IV ai 12 inches, or No. LX at 180 inches-that is at
15 feet However impaired then a person's vision may be, unless he be
also myopie, he can see as well proportionately, at one distance as at an-
other. On the contrary, a person with myopia, say 1, can see the
smallest type (much smaller than No. I,) at G iuches, but he cannot see
No. II, or even No. V, at 12 inches.

This disease is often hereditary. Over exertion of the eyes upon near
objects at the age of puberty, (about 14 or 15) is a very frequent cause
of myopia.

Short-sighted persons often inquire if we would advise the use of spec-
tacles. There can be no objection to wcaring glasses that will enabie
them to see distant objects; for their eyes are thus changed to normal
ones, but as most persons use their eyes much more frequently up:i near
than upon distant objects, the glasses should be no stronger than neces-
sary. Some contend, however, that short-sighted persons should dis-
pense with glasses for reading, writing, &c. Prof. Donders, however,
recommends their use for this purpose, for the following reasons

lst. " Because strong convergence of the optie axes is necessarily
paired -with tension of the accommodation. The latter is an associaud
action, not arising from the mechanism of the convergence, but existing
within the eye itself, and may consequently easily lead to an increase of
the myopia. Besides this, the pressure of the muscles upon the eye bW
appears to be greater when the optie axes are convergent, thanwhen they
are parallel, and this inerease of pressure cannot but tend to give rise ta
the development of posterior staphyloma.
. 2nd. " On account of the habit which short-sighted persons have of

bending their head forwards during reading or writing. This must
cause an increased flow of blood to the eye, and an increased teaSte

'within the eye itself. Owing to this development of selerotico-chOio
ditis posterior, effusions of blood and detachment of the retina, which'are

so apt to occur in shortsighted persons, are undoubtedly greatly P ?
moted. For this reason, we should always tell these patients to re
with their head wel thrown back, and to write at a sloping desk.
may, on the other band, be urged that it is just in looking at near obj
that myopie persons have an advantage, for they can see them re
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ably distinctly. And the great danger is, that after reading for a short
time with spectacles, the patient, on getting somewhat fatigued will,
instead of laying the book aside, approach it nearer to the eye, in order
to gain greater retinal images, and thus strain and tax his power of
accommodation too much. If we, for instance, give a patient whose far
point lies at 8 inehes, a pair of spectacles which enable him to read
at 12 inches, he will if not very careful, after a short time almost insen-
sibly bring the book nearer to his eyes, and thus have to make use of a
greater amount of accommodation. If he does this frequently, lie will
sodn increase his myopia. The greater the range of accommodation the
less harm will spectacles do, and vice versa. Spectacles may also be
used for near objects in these cases of myopia in which asthenopia
(depending upon insuffiiency of the internal recti muscles) shows itself
as soon as the patient has read or worked at near objects for a short
time. Whilst those forais of myopia may he furnished with spectacles
for near objects, it is very dangerous to permit their use in patients
whose range of accommodation is very limited, and who, moreover,
suffer, perhaps from such an amount of amblyopia (generally depending
upon selerotico-choroiditis posterior) that they cannot read No. 4 or 5
Jager even with the most accurately chosen glasses. Such patients will
bring the object very close Io the eye, in order to obtain large retinal
images, the accommodation will be greatly strained, the intra-ocular ten-
sion be increased, and great mischief will be sure to ensue. If there
is much amblyopia, spectacles should not be permitted at all for near
objects."*

In cases where the myopia is extreme, there usually co-exists posterior
àaphyloma of the selerotic. Von Grofe says it is present in all cases of
myopia where the " far" point is less than five inches ; the myopia being
less than -. Out of sixty cases of myopia examined by J. Z. Laurence,
forty-four had posterior staphyloma.

The presence of this disease can be easily diagnosed with the ophthal-
nosCope. (Sec Iulke or Zander on the ophthalmoscope.)

Posterior staphyloma is a serious complication in myopia, as the sen-
ability of the retina becomes more or less impaired in the position of the
bulging of the selerotic, and in some cases the retina becomes detached
freM the choroid. It is the existence of this disease that prevents im-
Provement in cases of myopia, as the eye becomes flattened with advanc-
Ingage.

Z. Laurence, of London, recommends that deeply concave lenses besin order to obviate their " dazzling " effect.-(Med. Times and Gazette,Ob2n~d, 1864.) adGzte
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Donders considers that in myopia, the antero-posterior diameter is alone
at fault; that is, it is too much elongated, and that the cornea and crys-
tailline lens have usually a normal curvature.

The characteristies of a myopie eye, are *
lst. Parallel rays are focussed in front of the retina.
2nd. The " far " point is at a definite distance and positive.
3rd. When the eye is in a state of rest it is adapted for divergent

rays.
4th. Concave glasses improve vision.

CHAPTER IV.-HYPERMETROPIA.

You will remember that when a normal eye is in a state of rest, and
directed to a distant object, parallel rays are brought to a focus upon the
retina, and that when a myopie eye is in a state of rest, parallel rays are
brought to a focus in front of the retina. When, however, a hyperme-
tropic eye is in a state of rest, parallel rays would (if continued) form a
focus behind the retina. Hypermetropia is, therefore, the reverse of
myopia. In myopia, the refractive power of the eye is excessive, auid in
hypermetropia it is not strong enougi. When the accommodation of a
myopie eye is paralysed, it has the power of focussing none but diverging
rays upon the retina, but a hypermetropie eye under the sane cirmn-
stances eau focus only converginc rays upon the retina. The " far " point
of a myopie eye is at a definite distance and positive, but the" far " point
of a hypermetropie eye is at a definite distance and negative. Concave
glasses improve the vision for a myopie eye, and convex for a hypeme-
tropie one.

This is au affection which has received very little attention until with-
in the lat ten years. It was indeed noticed by Dr. MeKenzie of Gla
gow, la 1841, but it was not until about five years ago that Prof. Donders
of Utrecht, from his elaborate researches on this subject, first pointa
ont how common this affection is, and how frequently it is the sole cause
of that peculiar weakness of sight (formerly so little understood) calid
asthenopia.

Donders believes that this condition of the eye depends more upon1, e
shortening of the antero-posterior diameter of the eye, than upon a to
low degree of its refractive power; that the cornea and crystalline Ieas
have a normal degree of curvature, and that parallel rays would form1 a
focus at the normal distance behind the lens, were the retina far enoua,
back to receive it.

From Donders' system of classification.
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A very good -illustration of a hypermetropie eye is one in which the
crystalline lens has been removed in the operation for cataract. To enable
such an eye to see distinctly, even distant objects, it is necessary to place
in front ofit a strong convex lens of about four lnches focus, called a cata-
ract glass. The eye having too low a refractive power to converge rays
to a focus, on the retina, it is necessary to give rays falling upon the eye,
a preliminary degree of convergence; the eye having sufficient power to
complete their refraction to a point upon the retina. We do the same
thing in relieving cases of hypermetropia.

Fig. 10 represents a hypermetropie cye in a state of rest. P, P are
parallel rays which are focussed behind the retina at f. L, Fig. 11, is a
convex lens which changes the parallel rays to convergent ones, at e, e,
as if they came from the direction a b and d e, which again are refracted
by the eye, and brought to a focus upon the retina at F.

When a hypermetropie eye is in a state of rest, and directed to distant
objects, it is adjusted for convergent rays; images upon the retina will
consequently be ill defined, and vision will be indistinct. To remedy
this, it is necessary for the eye to increase its refractive power by increas-
ag the autero-posterior diameter of the crystalline lens, so as to bring

Parallel rays to a focus on the retina.
When a person with hypermetropia attempts to read or write, or ac-

comaodate his eyes to short distances, it is necessary for him to tax bis
acCoimodation to its utmost extent, in order to bring the diverging rays to
afOCUS on the retina. This excessive effort at accommodating the eye
forshort distances, can not be kept up for more than a few minutes, when
the ciliary muscle begins to relax,-the "nuar " point commences to
reCede, and (if he is reading) the letters become indistinct. The eye also

'e M fatigued, and others symptoms arise which will be referred to when
!Iadng of Asthenopia.

-Dianosis.--When we suspect epatient has hypermetropia, we test bis
9ye8 as follows :-We place series of test-types, No. xv., xx., xxx., &c., at

d itance of about 20 feet. If he can read No, xv. or xx. at this dis-
e his acuteness of vision is normal. We then try his vision with

convex glasses, say No. 50, and if he can read the same type, at the
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same distance, we try successiveiy Nos. 40, 36, 30, 24, &c.,until we reach
the glasses that render the test type indistinet at that distance. Some per.
sous may possibly be able te relax their accommodation so as to sec as well
at a distance, with convex 50 lenses, as without thmem; and not be hiyper-
metropie ; it would, however, be very strins presumptive evidence of its
presence; and if, in addition, the patient complain of the symptoms of
Asthenopia, we would be generally safe in pronouncing it a case of hyper-
metropia. The shorter the focus of the lens he can use, the streger is
the presumptive evidence of the disease.

Again: if another patient be tested, with the same type, at the same
distance, and we flmd tiat he can not read a smaller type than No. xi,.
at 20 feet without spectacles, and that he eau read No. xv. or xx. with
convex glasses, say+ 10or +12, this wouldbe called a case of hypermetropia
absolute.

In order, however, to test accurately the degree of hypermetropia ia
any case, it is necessary te neutralize one element in the refractive power
of the eye; namely, the power of accommodation. lu most cases of
hypermetropia, particularly in young subjects, the accommodation of the
eye is so constantly exercised, even when directed to distant objects, that
it is quite impossible for them, by any effort of their own, to completely
relax that accommodation. I related in a former chapter, the case of a
patient who had lost the power of accommodating bis eye te different
distances. As the refraction of Lis eye was normal, parallel rays were
brought to a focus upon the retina, and vision for distant objects remained
perfect.

Had bis eye been hypermetropie, parallel rays would not have been
sufficiently converged by the refractive power of the eye, to form a focus
upon the retina ; vision would, consequently, have been indistinct. Dy

placing, however, the proper convex lens in front of such au eye, the
requisite preliminary convergence would be given to the rays, to enable
the eye, with its low refractive power, to focus these rays upon the retila,
and thus render vision distinet.

The lens used in such a case would indicate the degree of hyperoW
tropia. If the lens were a+15 inch, the hypermetropia would equal î>z
if a +10, thE hypermetropia would be , and se forth.

WYe have, however, the means of temporarily producing this condideO
of the eye by artificial means. By applying a four grain solution Of ato'
pine to the eye, within two hours the action of the ciliary muscle wifl )e
completely paralysed. A solution of one grain of atropine to an OUÇO
pure water (also a solution of the extract of belladonna) will dilate the
pupil widely, and in some cases, wil render the eye slightly presbIoN'>
but it will net paralyse the accommodation.
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If we test, in this manner, the case of suspected hypermetropia men-
tioned above, and find that after bis accommodation is paralysed, be is
not able to read No. xxx. even witli - 50, and that the only glass with
which le can read No. xv. and No. xx. at 20 feet is -- 20 ; his byperme-
tropia is therefore -v. But as ho could see as well with ÷ 50 as without
them, before bis accommodation was paralysed; le had a manifest hyper-
metropia of g. The difference between bis total hyperimetropia, and his
manifest hypermetropia will give the amount of the latent hypermetropia,
which he overcame with the exercise of his accommodation, namely, ,
thus iJ- «= n. *

-4st/ihenopia, according to Donders, depends almost in'variably on hyper-
metropia. He describes it as follows: " The power of vision is usually
acute,-and nevertheless, in reading, writing, and other close work,
especially by artificial light, or in a gloomy place, the objects after a short
time, become indistinct and confused, and a feeling of fatigue and tension
comes on in, and especially above the eyes, necessitating a suspension of
work. The person affected now often involuntarily closes bis eyes, and
rubs his hand over the forchead and eyelids. After some moments' rest,
Le once more secs distinctly, but the sane phenomena are again developed
more rapidly than before."

According to ny own experience with these cases, the above descrip-
tion corresponds very closely with the description that imost patients give
of their syiptoms. Some give more prominence to the neuralgie pains
which they experience in and around the eye, and in sone cases extending to
the back of the head. I was consulted, about a year ago, by a lady from
the town of Simcoe, C. W., who lad all these syMptoms in the most ag-
gravated form. If she attempted to read even one line, it gave lier so
mauch pain in ber eyes and forehead that, for several years, she had
Searcely dared to even raise the lid of a book. She was unable to keep
her eyes upon any one object for more than an instant at a time, without
Sausing ber pain. Others, again, do not speak of any pain or fatigue of the
eye; but that, after reading a short tine, the letters become indistinct,
8o that they are obliged to stop or look away at something distant, or clone
t eyes for a short time, when tÉey can procced, the same symptoms
renurrin g.

la regard to the prognosis in hypermetropia, Donders thinks that
hea h is once developed it never gives way. All the inconvenience of

the accompanying Asthenopia eaa be relieved by wearing the proper

gypermetropia can easily be diagnosed with the ophthalmoscope.

4d7
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glasses te relie-ve the hypermetropia; but the cause, namely (in most
cases), a congenital flattening of the eye-ball from before, backwards,
'nill probably remain throuigh life,

As age advances, the "near" point recedes from the eye, as in a
normal eye, so that in time it becomes complicated with presbyopia.

Treatmrent.-In order to correct this optical defect, it is necessary for
the patient to wear a pair of convex spectacles of sufficient strength ta
enable him to sec distant object distinctly, without any effort of the ac-
commodation. In cases wbere the hypermetropia is" absolute, and the
patients are not able to sec distinctly at any distance, they can, approxi-
mately,by trial, select glasses that will remedy the low degree of refraction
of their eycs. -But, in all other cases, it is necessary to paralyse the as.
commodation, and test with lenses of different strength in order accurately
to ascertain the degree of hypermetropia. When we ascertain this fact,
we also know the number of the glasses that we must prescribe for then.
The effect of the atropine usually lasts about a week, after which the pa
tient can commence wearing glasses. Before, however, he use the spectacles
that he is to wear permanently, his accommoation must first be gradally
relaxed by the use of weaker lenses. Donders' rule is to prescribe fint
that glass that will neutralize bis manifest bypermetropia, and j of bis
latent hypermetropia, and every two or three weeks change them fer a
stronger pair, as he becomes accustomed to their use, until the glasses atu
reached that we found to be necessary to correct bis hypermetropia. Thits
if a patient has a total amount of hypernetropia equal to r'a
and a manifest hypermetropia of , his latent bypermetropia (n -L

= ), wouldequal J ; one fourth of ,'« is 2ô ; this, added to
= equals î. We would therefore prescribe, at first, 2

inch convex spectacles, -which we should afterwards change successfal
for + 18, + 16, + 14, &c., until ho bas so relaxed bis accommodatie
that he can, with ease, wear + 10. It wil not be untîl he becomes e
customed to this last pair that all his symptoms of Asthenopia W11

disappear.
Stramisus.-Prof Donders was the first to direct attention to the faC,

that nearly all cases of convergent strabismus arise from the presenc e
hypermetropia. We know that when both eyes are directed to a S

object, they are very much converged, the optic axes cross at the polDt
to which they are directed. If one eye be covered, and the opI)e sl Y
be accommodated for its " near " point, the covered eye will be fouad to
very decidedly couverged towards the nose,-to bave, in fact, a
porary convergent squint. This arises from the constant associati
the act of accommodating the eye for short distances, with the Oct ofCO
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tracting the internal recti muscles. The hypermetropie, however, being
obliged to exert the accommodation of their eyes, even when looking at
distant objects, it is easy to understand that they would be inclined to
contract their internal recti-muscles unduly, so as to inerease this power
of accommodation. This converges the eyes to a point at a nearer dis-
tance than the object looked at, and causes one of the eyes to turn inwards,
while the other is fixed on the object. When, therefore, they wish to sec
distinetly with one eye, they instinctively turn in the other. At first
the convergent strabismus is seen occasionally only, and in this stage may
be prevented by using the proper spectacles to correct the hypermetropia.
After the squint has existed sometime, it becomes confirmed, and cannot
be cured without an operation.

If the convergence exceeds three lines, a partial tenotomy, upon each
eye, should be performed, and the effect controlled by a conjunctival
sature, by which means we bave the power of regulating our operation, in
proportion to the effect we wish to produce.

When Strabismus shows itself in childhood, it should be treated with-
out delay, for, if not corrected, the vision of the " cross-eye " will very
soon become impaired.

To get the full benefit of spectacles, in cases of hypermetropia, they
should be unzd both on the street, and at church, as well as when reading
or writing,-in fact whenever the eyes are used.

The characteristics of a hypermetropie eye then are:
1st. Parallel rays form a focus behind the retina.
2nd. The 4 far " point is ut a definite distance and nega've.
3rd. The eye, in a state of rest, is adjusted for convergent rays.
4th. Couvex glasses improve vision.
5th. This affection is usually accompanied by symptoms of Asthenopia

ad Amblyopia, and frequently by convergent Strabismus.

CHAPTER V.-PRESBYOPIA.

This affection usually develops itself between the ages cf 40 and 45.
pst persons at this age, although previously enjoying excellent vision,

plain that their sight, particalarly in the evcning, is beginning to faiil
near objects, as small print, &c., although they can sec distant objecta
ll as ever.

Il reading tbey will hold the book or paper at nearly arm's length and
WhPs bring the lamp almost between their eyes and the page. Reading

manner soon fatigues them, and they are obliged frequently tO
e-or to resort to spectacles.

childhood, when the vision is normal, the "Ineur " point is from 3j
DD VOL. IL
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to 4 inches from the eye, and the " far " point at an unlimited distance;
that is, we can see objecte distinctly as near as from 3J to 4 inehes from
the eye, and we can see objects clearly (the size being in proportion to
the distance) from that to an indefinite distance. As age advances the
" near " point recedes. At the age of 40 thé " near " point ie about
eight inches from the eyes. When the "l near " point recedes to a greater
distance than 8 inches, Donders calls it a case of presbyopia; Laurence,
however, thinks that it should not be called presbyopia unless the " near"
point is at least 10 inches from the eye.

Presbyopia, then, is not an optical defect of the nature of myopia or
hypermetropia, but is simply a lessening of the accommodative power of
the eye.

It is supposed to depend upon, or to be caused by,.the crystallEne lens
becoming hardened as age advances, so that it does not yield sufficiently
to the contraction of the ciliary muscle.

In a case of pure presbyopia where, for instance, the "l near " point is
12 inches from the eye, vision will remain normal for all points beyond
that distance. When the " near" point is 12 inches distant, and the
c far " point at an infinite distance, the accommodation is only !. Tak-
ing eight inches as the normal "l near " point, * would represent the nor.
mal accommodation. Deducting , from J gives the degree of pres-
byopia thus T d of presbyopia in this case would
then be à This fraction * also represents the strength of the glasses
necessary to correct the presbyopia, namely, 24 inch convex. Practicallj,
we would probably find that a pair of 30 inch convex would answer better,
as the weakest glass that can be worn with comfort, is the one that shoult
be prescribed. Again, if a person's Il near " point be at 16 inches, his'
presbyopia Q- = T) will be r1a, and a 16 inch convex lens woula
enable him to read at 8 inches.

" There can no question as to the advisability and necessity of afford
ing far-sighted persons 'the use of spectacles. They should be furnished
with them as soon as they are in the slightest degree annoyed or i nc O-
venienced by the presbyopia. Some medical men think that presbOPlC
patients -should do without spectacles as long as possible, for fear the,eîC
should, even-at an earlyperiod, get so used to them as soon to find the
indispensable. This is, however, au error, for if such persons are
mitted to work without glasses, we observe that tic presbypis<"OS
rapidly increases."*

If, however, we eall allcases presbyopia, where tic "near"
cedes to a greater distance than eight inches fromthe e.ye

* . Soelberg Wells.
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that we may have presbyopia in cases of myopia and hypermetropia. If
a person's far point be at 20 inches from the eye he would be called near-
sghted, and if his near point recedes to 10 inches from the eye, he would
be alsofar-sighted.

la some persons, as age advances, the " far " point also recedes so
as to render the person hypermetropic; this form of hypermetropia sel-
dom exceeds . When a person bas both hypermetropia and presbyopia,
itis necessary for him to use a stronger pair of glasses for reading, &c.,
than for ordinary use. If a person, for instance, wears a pair of 18
inch convex spectacles to correct a hypermetropia of l, and as age
advances his " near " point recedes to 12 inches, even with the addition
of his glasses, it will be necessary for him to wear, for reading, a pair of
glasses having a focus of about 101 inches. Thus j-- = 6 =
presbyopia, this added to the lens to correct his hypermetropia, (-L +

= n nearly) equals 10ý nearly.
In the very aged, it is necessary to·prescribe glasses that will enable

them to read at 5 or 7 inches from the eye, as their vision is usually
somewhat impaired.

The following table, constructed by Dr. Kitchener, may give a general
idea of the glasses required at different periods of life when the presby-
opia is unaccompanied by hypermetropia or amblyopia.

At 40 years,-36 inch focus. At 70 years,-12 inch focus.
t45 4 30 "C cc "C 75 " 10 " «

C50 " 24 " c 80 cc 9 c i
55 " 20 I " " 85 4 8 " "

" 58 c 18 " " " 90 "e 7 cc "9

cg 60 c 16 et eC c 100 "l 6 ci ce

CC 65 " 14 c cc

Prof. Donders thinks that when there is no hypermetropia present we
should generally advise those glasses to be worn that will enable the per-
on to read distinctly No. 1 (smallest) test type at at distance of 12
neches.

There is an optical defect of the eye that is occasionally met with
d eifeastigmatism (fromn a and cetyia ), in which horizontal and vertical
are not brought to a focus at the same distance behind the crystal-

'ne lens. It is relieved by glasses specially ground for each case; these
8lses are cylindrical. I have seen but one case of astigmatism.

À,very comprehensive article on the subject appears in the, Medical
1 ,14 and Gazette, Nov., 1864, from the pen of J. Zachariah Laurence,

of London.
The paralysis of the accommodation of the eye I have already referred

a, case on page 409.
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SPECIMENS OF JÀGER'S TEST TYPES.
No. I.-Diamond.

relu t oniak i g am mweplz. ep d Gre n the .orem d, bat ln h at Mr. H.aki parlourdor. lun:ulyod
ta! tontl = 111.17 ht Ie#.1eè. Tb e am4lld piktfive tihe tbe b. ude au opn ledget tari h o..pa.doy. .HahtIke
busy and pre.occupied. .I won't interfere in th matter. Green,' ha said. "You don't Lke thi. fine young fellow, and pur spaei

alwys bitter, If t o tirkmen fightfofrly, in ho eit qtvreF I , I de' t bjeter .I 1 ten tinte better than pet-
etnl tvrangling, or lylng, pettifoggiog Jow.r 'Why coolt you lette the fellow tienc ? ouve lot the girl. Very

weU ; then lose her with good nature ; for, man, you know the old proverb, ' There's as good fish in the na mever

No. III.-Nonpariel.
came out of it.' She was'nt the sort of a girl for you. Now, observe this: so end all this
scufile. I shall make Cartier assistant foreman, and manager of the glazin-mills, from
Monday next-a fortnight, at least, earlier than -1 intended. No words about it, or you and

No. IV.-Brevier.
I must part, Mr. Green." Mr. Hawkins looked at the door, and then bent irre-
vocably over his account books. Saltpetre sulphur, and charcoal, when mixed,

No. VIIL-Long Primer.
contain, in their black, compound grains, a fierce and deadly, though a
dormant power. The foreman's heart at that moment held passions

No. X.-Pica.

that possessed evils of a more terrible potentiility;
but he bowed, and said nothing. His black hand was

No. XIL--Great Primer.

still on the handle of the door when Mr.
Hawkins called him. "Stay," said the

No. XVI.-2 Line English.

manufacturer; I'd almost
No. XX.-Double Paragon.

lor"otte n t e
No. XXX.-Canon.

No. XL.-5 Li:e.

-co ie Mh
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DR. MIDDLETON ON WOUND OF THE ABDOMEN.

Case of Strangulated Femoral Hernia. By Dr. B. S. WILsON, Roslin,
C.W.

On the evening of the 29th of June,1859, Mrs. Scott, aged 62, of the
Township of Rawdon, C.W., while running after cattle, fell, but felt
no inconvenience, or any particular injury from the: fall at the time.
Soon after retiring for rest, she was seized with vomiting, and great pain
in the femoral region, which continued, to increase in severity until
next morning, when I was called upon to attend ber. When I arrived, I
found ber suffering from strangulated femoral hernia. The vomiting was
incessant, and the paroxysms of pain of a violent character. After using
all the ordinary means to effect reduction, and remaining with her the
greater part of the day, and finding everything ineffectual, I suggésted
an operation, as I thought that it afforded the only chance for her ; but
she objected, saying that she would prefer death.

She passed a' restless night. Next morning I was again sent for.
By this time, I found the symptoms were all aggravated. There was a
strong tendency to sink, the pulse being almost imperceptible, and the
sweat cold. When, apparently, death was about to close the scene, she
consented to an operation.

Havinr given ber aromatic spirits of ammonia and brandy, I at once
proceeded to operate, by making a perpendicular incision directly over
the tumour; beginningi at a little above Poupart's ligament, and extend-

nearly three inches downwards, I divided all the parts between
Ie integument and the bowel, which being exposed I found mortified.

The point of stricture being ascertained, which was at Gimbernat's
ligament, I relieved' i, and pushed back the contents of the bowel
Striectured, the mortified part of the bowel being left in the wound. The'
ordinary dressings were applied; and on the fifth day the mortified part

0loughed away, leaving an artifical anus, from which the contents of the
bowel continued to escape up till the 1st of September following, whea
ýhEopening closed. About two years after the operation, I heard of the

dlady, who had removed to one of the back Townships, and under-
otQd her health was very good.

DUnd of the Abdomen. Recovery. By WILLIAM G. MIDDLETON, Sur-

geon,Elora, C. W.
oul 9 a.m. on Tuesday, the 27th February, I was sent for in great

te to'see a young man, who had been fearfully injured at a flax mill
bamile from the village of Elora.

Ins that he had been removing the flax from the scutching machine
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with a pitehfork, when he was caught by one of the blades of the machine
and the handle of which was projected with great force into the cavity of
the abdomen, about an inch below and a little to the left of umbilicus,
making a transverse wound one and a half inches in length, through
which about a yard of intestine protruded.

On reaching him, I found Dr. Paget supporting the bowel, compiess-
sing with his finger and thumb, one of the meseDteric arteries which had
been bleeding freely. I at one secured it, and assisted Dr. Paget to reduce
the bowel, whichi was highly congested and distended with gas; after a
little difficulty we succeeded in replacing the gut, which had been returned
into the abdomen by Dr. Paget before my arrival, but which from the man's
vomiting, had been again ejected; the wound was immediateiy secured
by three sutures, and adhesive plaster, and a drachlm of laudanum givein
*which was repeated at the end of three hours, when he was removed to
bed, with his shoulders raised, and the thighs slightly flexed; his pulse
was about seventy, rather weak; the catheter was required at night to
empty the bladder.

Wedneday 28th. las passed a good night, having slept severalhours.
Pulse this morning seventy-eight, tongue coated; the catheter' was used
this morning and night ; about 1 p.m. there was great pain at the wouïd.
Pulse 100, with flushed face and pain in the head ; about ten ounces of
blood were taken from the arm and six powders containing two grains of
calomel and five grains of ]over's powder were left, with directions to
give him one every three hours; fomentation with bot water was freely,
used, and tea and toast with crackers were given him.

Thursday lst March. He had a good night. Pulse eighty, the
catheter was used in the morning, but it was not required at night; littIe
or no tenderness in the wound or abdomen; ten grains of Dover's powder
to be given at night.

Friday 2nd March. Progressing favourably; h e passes his water freely,
no pain in belly. Pulse seventy-eight.

Saturday 3rd. Still improving; as the bowels have not been inmved
since the accident; oatmeal gruel and cooked apples were ordered freely.

Sunday 4th. Going on favourably.
Monday 5th. Bowels opened to-day by enema; an ounce of castor edi

was ordered ; complains of no pain, sleeps and eats wel. From this time
convalescence was rapid, so that he was able to be up and moving about

on the thirteenth day after, the accident, when he was desired to

bandage.
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ENTERIC FEVER.

FIOSPITAL REPORTS.

Cases of Enteric Fever in Motreal General Hospital, under the care
of Da. D. C. MCCALLtM.

CASE 1.

( Reported by Mr. W. Gardner.)

Ellen. Mulvenner, aet. 26, a native of Ireland, but has been living in
Canada for five years, wâs admitted to the Montreal General Hospital,
on Thursday, the 2nd November 1865, suffering from symptoms of fever.
To the date of commencement of the present illness, she has been quite
healthy. She is of a dark complexion, black haired, and the state of her
nutrition is good. She is a general servant, but does not complain of
having been over-wrought ; has been accustomed to sleep in a cellar-
kitchen. About twelve days ago she was seized witb arigor, which lasted
for about half-an-hour, and for the next few days she suffered from fre-
quent returns of a feeling of chillness, alternating with flushes of heat.
About three days after the rigor, she was seized with diarrhoea, which
lasted for three or four days, but was not severe ; she, never had more
than three or four stools a day, and they were not accompanied with any
pain in the bowels. Snce then her bowels have been pretty regular. Ever
since the rigor she has had very little appetite, and for the first three or
four days she had a headache, whicli was situated about the summit of
the forehead. At the time of admission, she was suffering from great
heat of skin, frequent, full, and comparatively strong pulse, furred tongue,
thirst, loss of appetite, weakness, and general malaise. The appearance
Of the tongue was somewhat peculiar ; resembling that of the organ in
soarlatina; the points of the reddened and pretenaturally elongated papillae
projected through the white fur which covered it.

Nov. 3rd.-She is suffering from great heat of skin, which is of a
:pungent burning character, and there is a bright red flush on the face.
There are no rose coloured spots on the chest or abdomen, but on the
back, in the neighbourhood of the spinous processes of the vertebrae, there
are a few spots, which, however, have not many of the characters of the

Yruption of enterie fever. She does -not complain of tenderness on pres-
-81Ure over the abdomen, and on percussion there does not seem to be any

panitis, no tenderness or gurgling on pressure over the coecum. The
temperature is 1040¾, the pulse 106,; full and moderately strong. The
Mtient is oídered milk diet, with barley water as.a drink, together with

Éd, hyderoh. dilut. m x, and ether chlor m x, every 4th hour.
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Nov. 4th.-She is somewhat better, at least expresses herself so. There
is less heat of surface, the flush of the face not so bright-red as yesterday,
but more of a dusky red. She did not sleep well last night, was restless,
and another patient in the saine ward, says she moaned in her sleep. The
tongue is moist, pretty clean, except a small point near the centre, the
papille still present the appearance before mentioned. She had one
liquid evacuation from the bowels, last night. Pulse 103, temperature

Nov. 5th.-She feels somewhat better, tongue is cleaning, and begins
to loss the peculiar appearan ce connected with the elongated and reddened
papille; surface less heated, moist and perspiring; flushes of the face not
at all well marked. No pain on pressure over any part of the abdomen;
percussion indicates tympanitis; on pressure over the cocum there is
gurgling. The pulse 96, temperature 100f.

Nov. 6th.-The case progressiug very favourably. ' The heat of sin
diminishes ; has no headache, or pain anywhere, does not sleep well at
night, perspires occasionally. No alteration in the appearance of the
tongue ; slight tenderness on pressure over the cocum, and well marked
tympanitis in the corner of the colon. There bas been no motion of the
bowels since the evening of Nov. 3rd. There are two spots visible on the
chest to-day, their diameter is about 1½ lines, they are elevated slightly
above the skin, and are obliterated by pressure. Those previously noted
on the back are fading. The pulse 96, temperature 101:1.

Nov. 7th.-The patient still retains somewhat of a dull and apathetic
appearance. The tongue not altered in appearance ; she complains of
want of sleep in the fore part of the night, but sleeps well enough in the
latter part. The heat of surface perceptible to the hand, does not seem
to be altered in any way ; no improvement in appetite, but she takes i
the milk and beef-tea she gets. The tympanitis on percussion over the
abdomen is more marked than yesterday, and seems to extend to the
small intestines. There was a liquid evacuation of the bowels last night
The pulse 84, no alteration in its volume or strength; temperature 100

Nov. 8t.-She says she feels pretty well, but is still very weak; sa
that she usually has an exacerbation of fever in the evening ; that of laS
evening took place about 9 P.m., and was followed by perspiration. There
is scarcely an- perceptible flush of the face, but it presents somëwha
a dusky hue. Emaciation is beginning to be apparent in the sharpeflîiiý
ofý the features, and apparent lengthening of the face; the eyesl0
more sunken. There is no improvement in the appetite, tympaniti
diiinishing, and there is no tenderness on pressure over the ad
The pulse 84; temperature 105f.
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Nov. 9th.-There is very little alteration in most of the symp-
tois. There is, however, less tympanitis. There was no febrile
exacerbation last evening, and she slept well. The two spots on
the chest are still perceptible, but are fading. The pulse 80 ; tem-
perature 102¾.

.Nov. 10th-She feels pretty well to-day ; slept well last night ; the
tongue nearly clean ; the appetite is improving ; there is very little heat of
surface, and it is moist. The tympanitis of the abdomen almost gone.
There was a motion of the bowels this morning, of natural consistency.
The countenance betrays more intelligence ; the pulse 84 ; the tempera-
ture 100z.

Nov. 1lth.-The bowels have not been moved since yesterday morn-
ing. The spots on the chest are nearly gone; had no febrile exacerba-
tion last evening; pulse 94; the temperature 101îO. Is ordered 4 oz.
wine daily.

Nov. 12th.-She is pretty well this morning; there is no tenderness
or tympanitis of the abdomen. Last evening about seven p.m., she had
headache and felt unwell, and afterwards there was a febrile exacerbation;
had au evacuation from the bowels this morning. The pulse 82, the
temperature 1000.

NXov. 13th.-She says she is improving in strength, and her appetite
is better; rested well last night and had no exacerbation. The surface is
noist and moderately warm; the bowels moved this morning ; the tongue
has a slight white coating towards the centre; has no pain or tenderness
anywhere. The pulse 78; the temperature 100'. Is ordered to have
her.elothes, to enable her to sit up.

1.14th.-Says she is getting stronger; bowels regular, abdomen
lite natural; up a while during the day, pulse 96; temperature 102>.

Nov. 15th.-Bowels regular; appetite not much improved; no alter-
ion in any of the other symptoms, sits up a little while each day. The

puls 92, the temperature 1031". There's nothing to account for the
ýse in temperature,

lbv. 16th,-The heat of the surface is increased, but it is moist; says
eels hot, but attributes it to the leat of the ward; has been sit-

Ug up to-day; appetite not deteriorated; has no cough, no headache,
P ainor tenderness anywhere. The papillae of the tongue are- redder

%1'eeM to project more than for a few days past; there is no fur on the
e. Pulse 116, temperature 105¾8.

ov.17th.--The heat of surface remains; the tongue still retains the
ninent papillæ noticed yesterday; the bowels moved this morning,
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and the evacuation natural; no pain or tenderness of the abdomen, on
pressure; no tympanitis on percussion; the abdomen is quite flaccid; she
lias no headache, rested well last night; physical examination of the cheat
discovers nothing abnormal. There are no symptoms of local lcsion to
account for the rapidity of the pulse and increased temperature. Pulse
112; temperature 104e.

Nov. 18th.-Pulse 112, temperature 104e, no alteration in any of the
other symptoms.

Nov. 19th.-Pulse 96; the temperature 102°.
Nov. 20th.-There is more flush of the face than yesterday; the heat

-of skin is increased and of a burning character. At 3 p.m., yesterday
she was seized with pain in the umbilical region, which however did not
prevent her from sleeping last night. To-day there is tenderness con.
fined to a small spot of the umbilical region. At about the same time
,as she was seized with the pain, the bowels commenced to act more freely
than natural, and have been moved three or four times since then. The
evacuations were attended with pain. The tongue is red and the papilhe
prominent, the appetite very much impaired. The symptoms to-day
would seem to indicate a slight relapse. She is ordered for the diarrha
pilula plumbi cum opio three times a day. Pulse 110, temperature
1040.

Nov. 21st.-Pulse 96, temperature 104°. She feels very wcak, and
bas very little appetite; the bowels more regular; there is no cough; th
tongue still presents the same appearances; she feels somewhat more
thirsty than usual; surface is hot, but feels moist.

Nov. 22nd.-Pulse 112; temperature 103°.
Nov. 23rd.-The pulse 88; temperature 102'. The tongue is chan-

ged, and somewhat tender at the edges and tip. There is no alteration
in any of the other symptoms, and no new ones discoverable.

Nov. 24th.-Puse 76 ; temperature 1019. She feels better, butO
still weak; slept well last night; bowels regular; there is very litte
improvement of the appetite.

Nov. 25th.-Pulse 76; temperature 101". No alteration in anYOf
the other symptoms. Is ordered the following, e) quin sulph gr. i., a
acid nitrie dilut. mij., three times a day.

Nov. 27th.-She seems to be convalescing rapidly, the bowels regu*
the appetite improving. Pulse 88; temperature 100î°.

Dec. 4th.-The patient is quite convalescent; appetite pretty g00od
sitting up ; looks much better; her appetite improves rapidly sine
commenced to take tonic.
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Dec. lth.-She goes out to-day quite well.

Nov. 3rd Pulse 106 Temperature 104.
" 4th " 103 " 103f

5th 4 96 c 100
« 6th 96 " 101f

7th " 84 100
c ith 4 84 " 103.2

" 9th c 80 " 102½
"10th c 84 " 10,0.
" 1th ce 94 49 11

"l12th " 82 " 100

"'13th " 78 . " 100

14th c 96 e 102

"15th " 92 c 103
"16th " 116 " 105f
"17th e 112 " 104

"18th C 112 c 104k

"19th " 96 " 102

"20th c 110 "t 104

421st c 96 " 104

"22nd j 112 " 103Z
"23rd c 88 " 102

"24th c 79 U 1011
"25th C 76 c" 101
4 27th c 88 4 1001

CasE 2.

(Reported by Mr. Thomas D. Lang.)

Joseph Bond, act. twenty-four, body well developed, native of
England; is an engine-driver, his parents are both living and enjoying
good health. The jatient has always enjoyed good health up to the
15th December, 1865, when he began to feel unwell, complaining of
languidness and slight headache.

In a few days he had rigors, headache, thirst, loss of appetite and pains
iis back and limbs followed by a tendency to diarrhea, more or less

d.*siness, and a disinclination to go about. During the day he had
eO1d chilis followed during the night by hot skia.

On the third day of bis illness he called upon a medical man who
gaVe him some powders which produced two or three evacuations; and
in a few days finding himself not improving much he called upon a
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second medical man who gave him a mixtuze which did him some good.
He coutinued the. use of this mixture for some time, but finding himself
not improving much, be sought admittance to the Montreal General
Hospital, and was admitted on the 26th December 1865, under Dr.
MfcCallum, who, on examining him, pronounced it to be a case of enterie
fever.

Dec. 2 7 th.-Plse 84, weak, and dierotie in the right pulse, temper-
ature 105.3 F.

Tongue dry, fissured, covered witb a pale brown fur, papillS promi-
nent, and edges indented. Heairt sound weak, but otherwise normal.
Rhonchus beard all over both lungs, but little cough or expectoration.
Countenance anxious, conjunctiva pale, pupils slightly dilated, and the
cheeks flushed. Abdomen enlarged and resonant on percussion, and
careful pressure in right iliae fossa gave pain and caused gurging.
SpIenic dulness increased, and tenderness on pressure over liver and
stomach. One evacuation of the bowels, during the twenty-four hours,
of a brownish yellow colour, and liquid with whitish yellow filocculi.

Some characteristic rose spots on abdomen, chest and back, which
readily disappear on pressure. Urine diminished, chlorides diminished,
high colored, but no albumen. Ordered milk diet, with beef tea and
1 pint milk extra. F35. Pot. chloras Dij. acid, hydroch, 3 ijs. Vin
Ipecae 3 ij. Syr. Zingiber § ij, mist. camph. co. i viij. a teaspoonfal every
three hours.

Decr. 28th.-Puise 86, weak and dicrotie in the right, temperature
104'5 F.; did not rest well during the night; skia hot and dry;
countenance more anxious, cheeks flushed, of a pinkish color, and is
slightly delirious, Tongue more fissured, rhonchus increased, of a
snoring character, acconpanied with slight expectoration. Heads
action weak, but otherwise healthy. Typhoid eruption increased-
Abdomen more enlarged, tympanitic, gurgling in right iliac foss¾
splenie dulness increased, and liver and stomach still tender on pressure.
Bowels moved three times during the twenty-four hours. Ordered
turpentine stupes to abdomen and chest, with the acetate of lead ana,
opium pill.

Decr. 29th.-Puse 96, weak and still dierotic, temperature 104'4 F.
Heart's sounds very weak especially the first sound. Countenance mOre
anxious, slight delirium, vivacious and disposed to leave his be<.
Tongue more fissurèd but not so glossy. IBhonchus very extensive and
of a loud snoring character, but not m'teh cough or expectoration
Abdomen still enlarged, less typanitie, and gurgling still in theright,
iliac fossa. Bowels moved four times, and of the usual yellow bro
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color. Rose spots very -well marked and abundant; had in the morning
a severe attack of epistaxis.

Ordered in addition to the above treatment, 11. Oleum Terebinth,
Ether chlor aa. 3 ij. Vitellus Ovi-1 Aqua ad. 3 viij.

Dose, a tablespoonful ever four hours.
Decr. 30th.-Pulse 84, weak, but less dierotie, temperature 104Q5 F.

Bronehitis somewhat better; heart's sounds weak, but otherwise healtby
Countenance duli, mind obtuse and wandering. Rose spots increased;
skia very hot and dry. Abdomen still enlarged tympanitis increased,
gurgling in right iliac fossa ; splenic dulness increased, and a considerable
tenderness on pressure over liver and stomach. las had an attack of
emesis and epistaxis. Bowels moved once, urine continues small in
amount, and contains abundance of lithates, but no albumen. Tongue
somewhat improved.

Acetate of lead ind opium pills to be discontinued.
31st. Dec.-Pulse 92, weaker and less dicrotic; temperature 103c4.

Heart's action very weak; no headache; rhonchus still extensive and
snoring in character, but very little cough or expectoration ; countenance
very anxious ; vivacious, and disposed to leave his bed. Abdomen as
usual, but no gurgling in the right iliac fossa; had slight attack of epis-
tuis; weaker ; rose spots decreased but still visible. Tongue improving;
ordered two ounces ofwine.

Jan, Ist.-Pulse 84, temperature 10205. Tongue improving ; coun-
tenance anxious; abdomen more tympanitic, but no gurgling. Bronchitis
somewhat better. Bowels moved four tiues, the stools having the charac-
tejistic yellowish brown color. The acetate of lcad and opium pill to be

ven every four hours.
Jan. 2nd.-Pulse 90, and somewhat stronger, temperature 10305;

heart's sounds ètill very weak especially the first rhonchus general but
less audible. Abdomen still tympanitie, splenie dulness increased, disten-
inon of stomach with tenderness on pressure. Bowels moved once.

Jan. 3r.-Puse 96, temperature 10205 F. Heart's sounds stronger
an usual. Tongue much improved. Profuse perspiration and sudamina
er chest. Abdomen slightly tympanitie, but no gurgling in the right
ie fossa. Bowels moved twice. Bronchitis much bettor.
Jan. 4th.-Pulse 85, temperature .10204, no headache. Tongue still

roving. Bronchitis rapidly disappearing, skin bot and dry. Pain
neath left mamma. Abdomen distended but slightly tympanitie,
0 gurg1ing in right iliac fossa, but pain and pressure. Distension of
tLach, and the spienic and hepatie dulness increased. Rose colored
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spots stil visible. Bowels moved five times. Ordered the acetate ef
lead and opium pill.

Jan. 5th.-Puse 80, and improving in strength, temperature 103.
Heart's sounds more audible. Tongue improving. Abdomen slightly
tympanitie, and gurgling in the right iliac fossa. Bowels moved twice.
Skin hot and dry. Bronehitis much improved.

The acetate of lead and opium pill to be discontinued.
Jan. 6th.-Pulse 90, temperature 104°5. Skin very hot and dry.

Tongue a little more furred. Bronchitie rales decreasig and of a moist
nature; no headache. Bowels moved twice, and tenderness on pressure
over liver with conjunetiva slightly colored. Countenance very muh
improved.

Jan. 7tlh.-Pulse 86, temperature 103° 5 F, abdomen slightly tym-
panitie, and tenderness on pressure over liver &nd stomach. Boweh
moved twice. Rose spots still present, but not well marked.

Jan. Sth.-Pulse 96, but stronger, temperature 102° 4; Skin hot and
dry, rose spots very indistinct. Abdomen slightly tympanitie, but tender-
ness on pressure over, liver and stomach, not so marked. Bowels moved
twice.

Jan. 9th.-Pulse 88, temperature 1020 F. Skin hot and dry.
Bowels moved twice. Countenance, and other symptoms much improred.

Jan. 10th.-Pulse 84, temperature 1020 P. Tongue »very much i-
proved ; skia cool and moist; no rose spots. Abdomen considernbly
distended, but very little tympanitis. Spienic dulness decreased, and the
liver not se tender on pressure ; no gurgling in the right iliae foa
Bowels moved three times, aud appetite much improved. Urine mon
normal in quantity and quality.

Jan. 11th.-Pulse 78, temperature 990 5. Skin cool and.moid
A.bdomen not so tympanitie, no gurgling in the right iliac fossa. Bowek
moved twice, and stools becoming natural. Tongue very much improVd.
Countenance improved.

Jan. 12th.-Pulse 76, temperature 98 4. Heart sounds quite ns
ral and much stronger. Tongue becoming quite dean. Skin cool 8i

moist. Bronchitic rales gone, Abdomen still slightly tympanitic b:à
of a doughy feel.

Ordered a mutton-chop.
Jan. i3th.-Pulse 75, temperature 98e P. Abdominal qmptas

much improved. Bowels moved three times. Skin more moW
and cool. Tongue moist, and only slightly furred. Appetite må
mnproved.

Jan.1l4th.-P>ulse 78, temperature 988 B. All the symptoni m
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much improved. Bowels moved twice, stools natural. Urine normal in
quantity and quality.

Ordered full diet.
Jan. 15th.-Pulse 70, temperature 980 F. Convalescence continued,

and the man left the Montreal General Hospital on the 20th Jan., 1866,
quite well.

CAsE 3.

(Reported by Mr. G. W. Ross, B. A.)

Eliza Laberge, aged 15, a native of Canada wa. ::mitted into, the
Montreal General Hospital on the 28th Dec., 1865.

She had been ill for about a week before applying for admittance-bad
then only slight fever with headache, and it was thought there was sorae
disturbance of the system or febricula àom cessation of the menses owing
to having taken cold. Soon, however, diarrhoa and rose spots made
tleir appearance, and it was pronounced to be a case of typhoid fever-
She was ordered dilute hydroclilorie acid in 1Om doses every fourth hour.
The diarrh=a was at first profuse, but was readily checked by a few doses
of the acetate of lead and opium pill.

The present report of the case was not began until the 3d January,
1866.

3U. Jan. Expression du]] and heavy; dark purple, congestion about the
malar prominences. Intellect very torpid ; answers questions very
dowly and reluctantly, but apparently correctly ; somewhat delirious at
night. Slight diarrhoea present. Pulse 115, compressible. Temperature
ai ailla 104' F. Rose-colored spots on the chest and abdomen nume-
lOn and very well marked, disappearing completely on pressure, and reap-
Paring very quickly. Gurgling and tenderness in the right iliac fossa,
taderness also present over the whole front of the abdomen, but in a
M degree. Abdomen slightly tympanitic. Tongue moist and covered
luth a rather thick and perfectly white fur with numerous enlarged red
P>ille sticking up through it. Skin particularly harsh and dry. Passes
aine regularly and in normal amount. Bronchial rùles, mostly sono-
ns, but some sibilant, heard over the whole front of the chest, percus-
9% resonant throughout. Scarcely any cough.

Dict. Mlilk, with 1 pint beef tea.
• Jan. Tenderness and gurgling persist ; bowels moved only three

!es during the last 24 hours. Pulse 116, weaker and more compres-
e Temperature 104.4° F. Tongue less moist and the fur becoming

n.
Orered, wine, 2 oz; milk, 1 pint extra.
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5th. Jan. Expression somewhat better, bowels only moved twice in
the 2- hours. The spots previously noticed have disappeared, and a
fresli crop have come out. Pulse 110. Temperature 104.4° F.

6th. Jan. Lying upon her side, and says feels a little better. Coughs
a good deal, the sonorous and sibilant râles persist in the anterior aspect
of both lungs, and posteriorly at the base of the left lung, the same are
heard together with large mucous rhonchi. No dulness perceptible in
any part. Pulse weak, 108. Temperature 105' F. Tongue dryish
and brown.

Ordered, wine to be increased to 4 oz.
Turpentine stupes to chest.

and 1. Spirit. ether. chlor.
Spirit. terebin. .. .. 3 ii.
Vitelli ovi.............. . i.
Aque....................... 3 vi.

Capt. cochl. magn. quartâ quâque horâ.
• 8th. Jan. Much the same. Tested the urine for albumen and found

it quite absent. Pulse stronger, 110. Temperature 104.8°F. Tongue,
dry in centre, moist at the edges. No diarrhea.

9th. Jan. Coùghs mbre, but the expression is better, -and she seems
more sensible. Still a dark flush on the cheeks. Moisture at the edges
of the tongue rather extended. Pulse 112. Temperature 105.4QF.

10th. Jan. Better. Pulse 100, fuller and firmer. Temperature 104°.
2°F. Tongue, almost covered throughout with a yellowish, white moist
fur, 12th Jan. -Much better, much more sensible, though stili there is;
slight delirium at night. Pulse 92.- Temperature 103'F. Tongue
quiteclean and moist.

15th.- Jan. No return of the diarrhoea, appetite good, the congesfe
appèarance of the cheeks remains. Still coughs a good deal, bronchiti
râles remain as last reported. ' Pulse 100. - Tenperature 103.40 F.

17th. Jan. More cheerful-Answers questions now pretty readily. No
diarrhea, and tenderness completely gone. Sonorous and sibilant ràles
are still heard in the front of the chest ut the end of deep inspiration, bu
not at all during ordinary quiet breathing, the mucous râles before men
tioned have entirely disappeared from behind. Pulse 98. Temperatur
102.2°F.

19th. Jan. Very much improved. Expression almost natural nu
much clearer, talks and-laughs cheerfully, but is somewhat childsh
-ways and sayings. Coughi much better. Pulse 96, Temperature4
Tongue quite clear au moist, and the appetite good.-
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Ordered, mutton chop.
and I». Qaine disulph. gr. vi.

Acid. sulphur. dil mn. xx.

Capt. cochl. magn. ter in die. Aquo-......--3 vi.
From this time she continued to gain strength very rapidly. Sat up

on the 23rd Jan., and was finally discharged quite well on the 28th Jan.,
1866.

Date. Day of the
disease.

3rd Jan. 12th
4th " 13th
5th " 14th
6th " 15th
7th " 16th
Sth " 17th
Oth " 18th
lOth 4 19th
11th " 20th
12th " 21st
13th "c 22th
15th " 24th
17th " 2Gth
19th " 28th
21st " 30th

NOTE, The temperatures recorded
ý=W1a.

Pulse.
115
116
110
108
110
110
112
100
98
92
96

100
98
98'
92

were taken

Temperature.
104 0F
10404
10404
1050
104°5
10408
10504
10402

10305
1030
103°2
10304
1020
102°
100°

daily at noon, in the

CAsE 4.
(Reported by Mr. A. C. Savage.)

Agnes English, aet. 10, native of India; her father was a soldier in the
British service, died at the age of forty. Mother still living, and enjoys

'ood health. The patient is of robust habit, has never been sick (that is
confined to bed) before the present illness.

On January 16th, 1866, she was seized with severe rigors, vomiting,
headache, and a generally confused state of the senses, continuing for
hree days previous to her admission into hospital.
;-January l7th.. Severe headache-being worse at night than during
tue day-loss of appetite, and intense thirst, tongue coated with a whitish

Pcream-coloured fur, pain on pressure on the right iliac fosse, pulse 118,
ration. 32, ratio.3.68, temperature 104¼-, ordered hospital hydro-

acid fever mixture, milk diet aad a pint'of beef tea.
EE VOL. IL
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January 18th. Experiences a sensation of giddiness on sittiLg Up,
tongue still coated, slight pain in the stomach, aching pain in the-back
part of the head, pulse 106, (this is the 6th âay) three lenticular rose-
coloured spots are visible on the upper part of the chest, they disappear
completely on pressure and return when pressure is removed, slight pain
on pressure on the right iliac fossa, temperature 103Z, ordered a drachm
of oleum ricini.

January 19th. Took medicine last night, her bowels remained un-
moved, tongue cleaner than at last visit, slight pain in the bowels, and
tympanitis, pulse 112, temperature 102, about twenty typhoid spots,
sparsely scattered over the surface of the back, face considerably flushed.

On January 20th. Ordered oleum ricini 3 j, bowels have not yet
been moved, says she feels better, has slight headache, pulse 100, tempe-
rature 101-, additional spots visible on the anterior parts of the chest-
the number also increased on the posterior region ; pupils much dilated.

January 2lst. Looks much better, and says she feels well; is anxious
to sit up, had one evacuation of an ochrey yellow colour, and offensive;
feels no pain in the head or bowels, tongue cleaning off at the edges,
slightly fissured in the centre, and papillæ somewhat enlarged; pulse 94,
temperature 98; no fresh spots visible, and those which were well deve-
loped are fading; pupils remain dilated.

January 22nd. No important changes to note since last visit, had
one natural evacuation this morning,.she is very much improved, tongue
cleaning off, and no fresh spbts visible, pulse 86, temperature 98; wisbe"
to be allowed to sit up.

January 23rd. Tongue clean, no pain, is convalescing rapidly, pulse
84, temperature 98, ordered full diet and clothes, and is permitted to sit
up in the ward.

January 24th. Is restored to perfect health.-

PERISCOPIC DEPARTMENT.

TREATMENT OF FRACTURE OF THE RADIUS 'AT- THE STYLOJP
PROCESS BY MEANS OF GORDON'S SPLINT.

B3y Mr. RAWsoN TAIT.

Few fractures have hlad so many painfully ingenious splints deve.,"
for their treatment as that common injury to the radius, which gerie
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goes by the name of Colles's fracture, if we exceept fracture of the
patella with the awe-inspiring books of the late M. Malgaigne. The
French pistol splint for twisting the baud to either side, the American
splint for twisting the baud down, and some other kind of splint for
twisting it up, have all been used,'and nearly all given up as insufficient,
besides being, for the most part, perfectly intolerable to the patient.
Thus it is that we find Sir William Fergusson recommending the ordinary
palmar and dorsal straiglit splints for the treatment of this fracture, and
these, I believe, are used by most British practitioners with the addition
cf various supplementary pads as required by the exigencies of each case.

In spite of the utmost care most cases of this fracture turn out unsa-
tisfactorily, and many are the actions of damages that have been raised
on its account. The reason of this non-success is, I think, very plain ;
and let any one examine his .own wrist, and the following explanation
vill be clear. Holding the baud straight out in a plane with the forearm,
it will be seen that, while the dorsal aspect is almost a straight line, there
is a considerable concavity at the wrist on the palmar aspect; indeed,
that a line drawn from the elbow to the ball of the thumb would be, se
to speak, the chord of a segment of a circle. Thus it is that when an
arm, with the radius broken as it is in Colles's fracture, is pressed by two.
straight splints, one of either aspect, extending from the elbow to the
fingers, the upper fragment must necessarily be pressed towards the pal-
mnar aspect of the limb; while the lower fragment, whicb is practically.
the same in this condition as the ball of the thumb, is pressed in the.
opposite diraction-in fact, that the distortion is only increased by the
splints as they press the fragments in the very direction in which they-
are already displaced. If this be correct, then it is easy to understand,
the success which bas attended the use of Dr. Gordon's splint in the-
treatment of this fracture, and to believe that it is devised on sound
anatomical and mechanical principles-that. it really is what all splints.
ought to be, viz., a dermal skeleton.

This instrument was originally invented and described by Dr. Gordon,
of Belfast; the only notice, however, which I am aware that it bas sub-
sequently reccived is in a paper by Mr. Stokes in the Dublin Medical
ournal. It is composed of two pieces of wood, the one for the palmar
spect of the forearm being about. nine inches long, two and a quarter
nches wide at the elbow; the surface to be in contact with the skin> is

ilightly hollowed out to fit the arm, and along its radial border it has
screwed to it a wooden bar or pad, which is rounded off at the distal
xtremity to fit the concavity of the radius ; tbis latter,. of course,. neces-

Sitates that, to fulfil this condition, separate splints are required for the
rilhtand left arms.
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The pad, in addition to its being rounded off at the extremity, is
rounded all along its inner surface so as to press accurately against the
radius throughout nearly its whole length, and it is of sufficient height
to embrace rather more than half the thickness of the forearm. The
other portion of the apparatus consists of a plain piece of three-eighth
inch board, two inches and a quarter broad, and two inches longer than
its fellow; it is for application to the dorsal aspect of the forearm, and
has the surface to be in contact with the skin ~slightly hollowed, and it
likewise has its distal extremity transversely rouuded. Its application is
effected as follows:-The fracture having been reduced, the limb is
retained in position by an assistant, the lower part of the apparatus is
thon applied, padded with spongio piline or lint, to the radial portion of
the forearmu alone, and not to the hand. Thon the upper splint is to be
applied, likewise padded. in such a manner that the proximal ends of
the two parts of the apparatus are maintained at the same level, while the
distal end of the upper one projects about two inches beyond the end
of the radius. For a more particular description and a drawing, se
Dublin Medical Journal, for February, 1865. The whole apparatus is.
firmly secured, by two small straps with buckles. In this manner no
pressure is exerted on either of the fragments but what is calculated to
-keep them in their correct position. The'arm, during the after progress
of the case, is recommended to be kept in the position most agreeable to
the patient, which will be found to be that of almost complete pronation.
In theremployment of this apparatus the wrist will be found to be con-
fined only to a limited extent, while the movements of the fingers and
carpo-metacarpal aticulations are quite unimpeded; thus entirely doing
away with the most objectionable condition of stiff joints, which is suh'
an annoyance both to surgeon and patient for weeks after the commonu
splints have been removed from the forearm.

Shortly before I became acquainted with this splint, I met with two
cases of Colles's fracture, in which, in spite of the greatest care I coul

possibly bestow on them, there still resulted a considerable degree of the
deformity peculiar to this particular injury. The first case occurred in
an, old lady, and the other in. a young collier lad; in both the inju
resulted froin a falI on the palm of the band. The unsatisfactory resu
of the ordinary -methods of treatment of this fracture having been tIl
prominently brougnt under my notice, -I was induced to pay speO
attention to what had been suggested by surgical authors as to the caUSO
of the dispIacement and as to the best means of overcoming the reslulting
defàrmiity. Much has been written on the action of those muscles .Pvb"'
some have supposed to be the cause of this peculiar deformity; but lIth
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that this is one of themany instances where muscular action is blamedfor ill
effects of which it is blameless. The deformity seems to me to be caused
solely by the direction of the violence which is the cause of the injury, this
being almost invariably a fall on the palm of the band. The mechanisni of
the fracture seems to be that when the patient falls on the hand, and that
by its beig forced outwards it drags with it the epiphysis of the radius,
the ligaments breaking the boue rather than yielding themselves. Much
the sanie, indeed, as in the very analogous fracture of the fibula at its
lower fourth, where the internal lateral ligaments of the tarsus much
more frequently drag away with them the tip of the malleolus externus
than are ruptured themselves. Again, the idea that the displacement
depends merely on the violence is borne out by the occasional occurrence
of a case where the patient falls on the back of the hand, and when the
ball of the thumb and lower fragment of the radius are driven upwards
.and towards the palmar aspect of the forearm. Bearing these things in
mind, and looking at the great improbability of fragments so displaced
returning spontaneously to their normal position, it seems to me that, in
this instance ut least, the theories which would attribute to particular
muscles the power of drawing particular fragments this or that way, thus
producing and maintaining the displacement, are quite needless. What
is required in the treatment of this fracture, if we wish to obtain a per-
fect result, is not mere repose of the parts, which alone is secured by the
ordinary straight splints, but such special adjustment of the normal
curve of the shaft of the broken radius with its apophysis as will restore
their normal relation to each other, and to the corresponding extremity
of the ulna. This result, theory satisfied me was obtainable by the use
f Dr. Gordon's apparatus, and the result in the following cases will, I

think, satisfy any one of its utility and success.
Since reading Mr. Stokes's paper on this splint, I have met with two

eases of the fracture, both of which were treated by means of it with
rcmarkably pleasing results. The first occurred in the left arm of a boy,
about eight years old, who fell from a height and lighted on the palms
of his hands. In fhis case, the deformity was excessive, putting me in
nind ut the moment of that mysterious symbol connected with our early
ailthi, known to antiquarians as the zig-zag sceptre ornament. le had

his arm in the Gordon splint scarcely three weeks ; and now, from
areful examination of both wrists, it could not be told in which arm the

fracture had occurred. The other case occurred in a gentleman, aged
603, whose carriage was upset, and who likewise lighted on his palms. In
uhis instance the deformity was well marked, but not nearly to so great

egree as in the former example.. After their original adjustment, the
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splints were not touched for six weeks, and there now exists not the least
deformity. In fact, I had an opportunity of examining this gentleman's
wrist within the last few days, and am quite as well satisfied with it as
with the other.

Recently Dr. Heron Watson mentioned to me a case of this fracture
wliich he had treated by Dr. Gordon's apparatus with the' most satisfac-
tory results. The patient was an adult male, and had met with the
accident in the usual way. ' The injured limb," -writes Dr. Watson,
',had been put up in the first instance in Gooch's splints by my
House-Surgeon ; but when I saw him next day, as he was uneasy, I took
them off and applied Dr. Gordon's. They were adjusted two or three
times while they were required, which was only four weeks. The original
-displacement was well marked, and the result was eminently satisfactory,
the position of the ulna with reference to the carpus being natural, and
the movements of the wrist quite unimpaired; while the rotation bacir.
wards and outwards of the styloid process and articular surface of the
radius was, if present, imperceptible."

In n'one of the cases did the patients complain of the slightest pain
or inconvenience arising from the apparatus.-Medical Tines and
Guzette, February 17th, 1866.

HYSTERICAL SPEECHLESSNESS-SPEECU RESTORED BY THE INT-
MIDATING EFFECT O GALVANISM.

Under the care of Dr. PArir at "ruy's Hospital.

The following particulars are from the report of Mr. Vaudrey
S. 0., aged 17, having been occupied as a domestie servant at Totten-

ham, was admitted into Mary Ward, under the care of Dr. Pavy. Ier
history,whieh she gave in writing, is as follows:-About seven months ago,
whilst out on an errand in the evening, a man laid hold of ber arm ana
demanded money of ber. He tore her jacket, but inflicted no personal
injury upon her. She was se frightened that she could neither $peak
nor move for some time. She, however, at length reached home,
although she docs not remember how. On ber arrival home she had ,
hysterical fit, which lasted for two hours and a-half, and from that time
up to her admission-a period of nearly seven months-she has been
-perfectly speechless and partially deprived of the use of ber lower extr
Mities.

She is healthy in appearance. When spoken to she does not atteMP
to answer, but shakes or nods her head. The movements of ber tongqS
and lips are free enough for other purposes besides speaking. She "ca
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,move her legs, but requires support in walking ; neither leg, however, is
dragged, as in paralysis. Apart from the speechlessness, ber other facul-
·ties are right. She usualy has a fit of a hysterical nature every night,
about nine. Catamenia regular, and bodily functions in general healtby.

Dr. Pavy remarked that he believed this to be one of those strange
vagaries brought about by hysteria. Here was a girl of healthy and
lively appearance, and of good bodily condition, who had not uttered a
single word for seven months. Doubtless she had excited the commisera-
tion and sympathy of her friends, but one would have thought it must
have been a great hardship to endure to forego speaking altogether for
such a length of time. There was evidently nothing physically to inter-
fere with ber speaking. She was never to be caught unawares. When
spoken te she made no attempt te answer by speech, but was ready te
write down her reply. It was difficult te suppose that the girl was a
voluntary agent in the part she was performing, or that she was practis-
ing a wilful deception. It was more rational to suppose that she was
herself deceived-that she was se impressed with the conviction, se
deluded with the belief that she could not speak, that she did not make
the attempt. Some powerful impression would have te be made to
dissipate the delusion. The galvanic shock had succeeded before in such
cases, and Dr. Pavy would have it tried in this. An instrument in use
by a paralytie patient in the ward was set te work, and the girl made te
grasp the handles. The battery was not strong enough te yield a very
powerful shock, and she did net utter any sound, although she cried and
moved ber mouth as though attempting te speak. She was told that a
more powerful battery would be used another time if she did net find
her voice, and that she was meanwhile te try all she could herself te
-speak. The next day she had a fit of hysteria, and afterwards uttered
some sounds. She now began te speak, and in the course of a few days
talked as freel'y as any patient in the ward. The use of her legs aiso
becamne restored, and ber hysterical attacks disappeared. The medicine
-administered was sp. ammon. fot., mxx.; inf. valerian, j., ter die.-
MXedical Times and Gazette.

THE THERMOMETER IN DISEASE.

î Iuch attention has of late years been paid te the temperature of the
body in discase, and much practical information has been gained from
tis study. We therefore propose te lay before our readers an account
fthe help which we may get from the temperature of the bcdy in the

dagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of disease.
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To Traube, Baerensprung, and Wunderlich on the Continent, and to
Parkes and Sidney Ringer in England, we are cbiefly indebted for the
information we possess on this subject. By the use of the thermometer
we are enabled to distinguish between diseases the symptoms of which
are so smilar that the most practised must wait for the disease to declare
its true nature by its further development. Such cases constantly pre-
sent themselves to the practitioner. They baffle his skill, compel him to
postpone his treatment, and they may injure his reputation. In such
cases the thermometer, by the evidence it gives of the temperature of the
body, often affords us a certain means of diagnosis.

A patient is suddenly seized with a severe pain in the side. This is
increased by breathing, coughing, or pressure on the chest. The expres-
sion is anxious, and the breathing is hurried and superficial. There
may be slight cough. The pulse beats quickly and feebly. Sleep is
prevented and the appetite becomes impaired. By a physical examin-
ation of the chest we find that the painful side expands imperfectly. The
percussion note may be slightly dull, and the respiratory murmur is weak
and jerking.

This group of symptoms is unfortunately too common. Have we here-
a case of pleurisy or pleurodynia? Iow are we to decide? The pain
is of itself sufficient to explain all the symptonis and physical signs. This
prevents the free play of the chest, and consequently the movements are
hurried, jerking, and abrupt. It quickens and enfeebles the pulse; it
prevents sleep. The pain and want of slecp impair the appetite. On
account of the impairment of the movement of the chest walls, the reo
piratory murmur is weak on the affected side.

In such a case the presence or absence of cough and the state of the
pulse may afford much information. But this evidence cannot be iin
plicitly relied on. With pleurisy there is always some cough, and, owing
o the fever which accompanies the disease, the pulse is quickened.

Neither of these symptoms usually occur in pleurodynia; but cough due
to some bronchitis may be present in pleurodynia, and pain, or fear, ore
the excitement caused by the visit of the Medical attendant may cauése
the pulse to beat quickly. Pleural friction often cannot be detected by
auscultation. But pain is common to both pleurisy and pleurodynia.
This pain, as we have seen, may produce all the symptoms and physiolS
signs that are often present in either disease. The diagnosis, therefore,
at the outset of the -attack becomes in some instances impossible, and
must be postponed till well-marked physical signs are developed.

Fortunately, by means of the information that we gain by the the '
mometer in very many cases we can at once decide the truc nature of
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disease in question. Pleurisy is an inflammatory disease; pleurodynia
is not so. In all acute inßtammatory diseases the temperature of the body
is raised. Hence in all cases of pleurisy the temperature is considerably
raised at the very commencement of the attack. In pleurodynia the
temperature remains'normal. The temperature of the body in health
varies from 97° to 29-6 Fah. In pleurisy it rises to 1010, or even toe
1050 Fah.

On the other hand, with such au elevation of the temperature as that
just mentioned, occurring with the symptoms detailed above, we are
justified in diagnosing pleurisy. It is true that this elevation may be
caused by some co-existing disease. This, however, is a rare coincidence,
and such co-existing disease can be mostly detected; therefore, in the
absence of such co-existing disease, our diagnosis must be pleurisy, and the
event will justify such a conclusion. Should it be urged that the band
can detect this elevation, and that thus 'the use of the thermometer is
uncalled for, it may be answered that, firstly, if the band alone be employ-
ed, much error is liable to be incurred; for a dry skin of natural tem-
perature may feel preternaturally hot, while, on the other hand, a hot
but moist skin may feel to be considerably cooler than the temperature
indicated by the thermometer.
. As a means of estimating the amount of preternatural heat, the band
is all but useless. But it is important to obtain an exact estimate of the
elvation of the temperature; for by careful observations it has been

shown that the degree of elevation is proportionate to the severity of the
disease thait causes it. Ilence the amount of preternatural elevation of
the temperature forms one of the most important factors on which the
prognosis is made. This exact information the thermometer alone can
give us. Nor are the other symptoms, individu ally or collectively, at all
ta be compared to the temperature in this respect ; for in every case of
fever, no matterfrom what it originates, the temperature is elevated, and

d4i elevation of the temperature is the only constant symptom of fever.
It alone is pathognomonie of fever. Thus fcver and preternatural heat
ofthe body are used as synonymous terms; for the pulse may beat with
e frequency of health, the tongue may be clean, and even the appetite

90d, and thirst may be absent; but there is always preternatural beat
Sf the body if fever exists. Thus cases are recorded (and such frequently
Ocur to those who use the thermometer) where from the presence of

ou'ISi68 symptoms grave disease was apprebended, while an appeal to the
emnometer negatived this assumption ; or from the apparent mildness

dfthe symptoms an unimportant complaint bas been suspected, when the
ntifl0Ineter bas indicated some grave affection. In all these cases the
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predictions made by the assistance of the tiermometer huae proved cor-
reet. The following cases illustrate these remarks:~

A girl, aged 18, was admitted into Hospital. She was extremely
weak, so that she had to be assisted into the ward. She hai been il
eight days. During this time she had suffered from severe frontal head-
ache and some diarrhoa. The motions were liquid. The tongue was
thickly coated. The attack had commenced insidiously. There wereno
typhoid spots, and her abdomen was not distended. Her sister was at
that time in the Hospital under treatment for typhoid fever. These cir-
cumstances were sufficient to render it highly probable tiat she suffered
from typhoid fever. Her temperature, however, was normal, and thus
our diagnosis was corrected. In two days she had so far recovered as to
be able to dress and walk about the ward, anad in a few days more she
left the Hospital.

A girl, 22 years of age, w«as admitted into Hospital a month after her
confinement. She felt slightly indisposed. ier appetite was good and
her tongue clean. She assisted in the work of the ward. On careful
examination very slight tendlerness of one breast was discovered. Of tha,
however, she had not previously complained. Her temperature varied
between 101° and 102° Fah. In a few days the breast became much
enlarged, hard, red and tender, and subsequently an abscess of consider-
eble size formed.

'While advocating, however, the use of the thermometer, we by no means
wish to lead our readers to the conclusion that the information it gives us
enables vus to disregard the remaining symptoms ; for it is from these
latter that the diagnosis must be mostly made. It is from these that the
greatest information in respect of the treatment is obtained. Much care
is necessary in the use of the thermometer. It is, therefore, advisable
that we should make a few remarks respecting the method of its applic-
tion.

The temperature of the body should be taken by a thermometer Phee
in the axilla. The patient should be in bed and undressed; otherwie
the temperature of the surface of the body may be considerably bel0o'
that of the internal parts. A difference of 2°, or even 3', Fah. eau eal
result fron the non-observance of this precaution. The patient shou4
be in bed an hour before the temperature is taken, as this time is elle'
regulated before the surface of the body receovers froin the effects of? te
previous exposure. The patient should be placed diagonally on theight
or left side; for if placed on their back patients are apt in their ande
to retain the thermometer in the axilla to press the arm too firmnly agO
the side. The axilla is thus converted into a cavity in which the
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,of the thermometer moves about loosely without coming thoroughly in
contact with the tissues. This is specially apt to occur in emaciated
people. On the other liand, if placed quite on the right or left side, the
distal end of the thermometer becomes depressed, thus rendering the
reading of it difficult-nay, sometimes the column of mercury divides
when part gravitates down the tube, giving a fictitious resuIt. If, on the
other hand, the patient be placed neither completely on the back nor side,
but in a medium position, these objections are obviated; for the parts
then fall naturally together, no muscular effort being required to retain
the thermometer. Care should be taken that the patient has been pre-
iously covered up, and that the axilla has not been exposed ; otherwise

a difference of2° or 3° Fah. may result. It is, therefore, better, if the
patient has been lying on one side, to turn him diagonally on the other,
and to use the axilla which was previously most dependent. Care should
be taken that the thermometer be in complete contact with the skin, and
that no clothes are in the way to separate it from the surface of the body.
Al these precautions being observed, it is better to allow the thermometer
to remain in the axilla at leust five minutes. The temperature should be
taken twice in the day-at 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. If only one observation
can be made in the day, the evening must be chosen, for often the tem-
perature is normal in the morning, but very considerably elevated at
aight.

It is better to use a thermometer constructed for the purpose. Those
of the ordinary make are often untrue, and are always dificult of appli-
ction. Trustworthy and suitable thermometers can be obtained of Mr.
Cas2la, of lHatton-garden.

ihaliferg alt Pý Sta5ts zf womi aRù Oilýrtu.
REMARKABLE CASE OF " MISSED LABOU1":

RZTErTIO or .CaErUs W TUE ADOMEuN FoRT-UaaS YEaS.

By R. W. WITXIKs, F.R.C.S., Towcester.

On January 10th, 1866, I visited, by request, Elizabeth Joncs, aged
Seenty-four, widow of William Jones, a small village shopkeeper at
4'ke Bruerne, Northamptonshire. She gave me the following history,

cý1Ùeh I wil narrate as nearly as possible in her own words.
biout forty years ago, she was in labour with her second child. Her

ý3iîborn two years previously, having had water in the head, had sur-
'Ied its birth only a few years. The labour being very lingering, they

setat for mny late father, who had attended her, and remained with her
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the night. On the following day, being very busy, and the labour
having made no progress, he left her in charge of the midwife who was
in attendance upon her. The pains were lingering, but not very severe,
On the third day, she felt something a drop down suddenly inside lier;
and the child, the movements of which she had constantly felt up to that
time, at once became cold as a stone." She was in great pain, and my
father had attended her for a considerable period. She refused to allow
any surgeon or physician to attend lier, or to have any operation per-
formed. She gradually improved in health, although she was very weak
for a long time, and did not decrease in size for several years.

Upon examination, I found her much emaciated, with a hard bony
tumour in the lower part of the abdomen, exactly resembling the fetal
head. It could be easily moved from side to side ; and, on careful Ma.
pulation, I believed that I felt the back part of the thorax in close
approximation to it. She was evidently sinking from chronic renai dis-
ease; and, knowing that her end was approaching, had sent for me to
request that I would make a post morten examination. She bad
previously made a similar request to Mr. William Knott.

The story was corroborated by some of lier neighbours, and by the
rector of the parisb, who had heard froxi, my father a fuil report of the
case. It was also stated, that at different times three little bones, "like
finger-bones," had come away from her; but they had not been pre-
served.

On referring to old ledgers, I found the entry of the attendance On
October Sth, 1822, in the handwriting of my grandfather, with the
subsequent payaent of the fee marked in my father's handwriting, and
with his initials.

The woman died on January 13th, and the examination was made0on
the 15th by Mr. Williarn Knott, in the presence of Mr. Knott, sen,
Mr. Garlike, and myself. On making an incision through the abdo-
minal parietes and opening the peritoneum, we immediately observed 3
'bard white substanc, which proved to bc the vertex or fotal skull; Ond
on enlarging the opening, a perfect foetus was extracted without d0
culty. It was covered with plastic lymph ; the limbs were fleWd
anteriorly on the body, and the head bent forwards to meet theml, la de
manner usually depicted in plates of the gravid uterus. It was attscid
by the umbilical cord to a vascular tumour of about the size of half
orange, 'which appeared to be the atrophied placenta, and which 1
connected by ligamentous attachment to the peritoneal covering Of,*
broad ligament near the left ovary. One portion of this vascular tuMJl
appeared to be a mass of unorganised lymph containing fluid.
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the fotus nor the supposed pieenta had any adhesions to to the perito-
neum, except the ligamentous attachment I have already mentioned.
The uterus was perfectly normal. There was no cicatrix or other marks
of injury on any portion of its surface. The ovaries were pale, but quite
natural in size and form. There were no adhesions of the peritoneum in
any portion of the abdominal cavity, and no appearance of previous in-
flammatory action in any part of the large or small intestines. The
kidneys were extensively gorged with venous blood, and very friable;
the left being more affected than the right. The spleen also was much
congested and friable. The stomach and liver were healthy. The gall-
biadder contained about twenty hard dark gali-stones. The panereas
was very nuch diminished in size. In front of the aorta, and imie-
diately above the inferior mnesenterie artery, to which it was connected by
condensed cellular tissue, was a white encysted tumour, of about the
size of a hen's egg, containing a milky fluid.

T-he above extraordinary case is, so far as I am aware, quite unique,
and vili be interesting, not only as au instance of recovery from tubular
gestation and probably rupture, but also from the comparatively slight
local and constitutional effects of a foreign body retained in the cavity of
the pertoneum for more than forty-three years, The specimens have
been forwarded to Dr. Barnes, for exhibition at the meeting of the
Obstetrical Society.-British Medical Journal.

CYCLE OF DISEASE.

Doctors have been writing a good deal lately about " change of type in
disease." Some of them, indeed, adopting a recent "hcresy," have said
there is no such thing, the change being solely in their modes of treat-
lent, not at all in the constitution of their patients. Dr. F. J. Brown,
,f Dorchester, however, brings forward a startling fact. Formerly, le
Mys, the peasants round him used to be bled once or twice a year, losing
16 ounces, and walking home many miles without inconvenience. Of
late years the same men and their sons have fainted from the lossof from
four to cight ounces, and so the practice has been dropped. Dr. Brown,
'*o seems to have been a very careful observer, thinks that change of

Pc, like so many other things. is periodie. Since the spring of 1864,
4 ays, the plethorie type is gaining upon the nervous; " men eau lose

d with benefit now who could not do so a few years since' The
ýeOus type, he asserts, came in with the first cholera epidemie, and has
laâed about the third of a century. This is encouraging, If the nervous
t Pe goes, we ruay hope that cholera will go along with it. But the
'dOle question of eycles of disease can scarcely yet be handled scieuti-

1Y-Pall-Mfall Gazette.
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There are certain forms of disease which are well known to be the
result of a specifie poison entering the blood. Of these, we may mention
the 'various forms of fèver ; in fact, that class of disease known as, of
zymotie origin. Among this class is to be mentioned cholera, the ques-
tion of the contagious and non-contagious nature of which is attracting
considerable attention at the present day throughout the scientific
world.

This question has divided the profession into two schools-those 'Who
assert that disease of the zymotic class is produced by special poisons
independent of condition, and capable of being generated and reproduced
from one individual to another. Another class of sanitary reformers
there are who regard zymotie disease as being caused alone by neglect of
certain sanitary laws, and from emanations froi decomposing animal or
vegetable refuse. Much injury is done by extreme views of either party,
while the advocates of mensures calculated to embarrass trade such as
rigid quarantine regulations on the one hand, and those who regar&
disease as occasioned alone by neglect of common cleanliness on the
other, are each lamouring for the adopthrn of their specific views. Xt
wouid be well to consider the advisability' of adopting, as a whole, common
sense.views of the obligations imposed on each individual for his oIi
safety, and that of the whole community. That cholera is contagious
in the same nature as is smali-pox; typhus fever, or other zymntlt
diseases of this class, we do not believe ; it is a question, however, which
is far from being settled definitely. There is much to be said in favoi
o£ contagion, and much against it. There are certain conditions whicb
of necessity,. must exist prior to the development Of any contagi
disease : firstly, we must have the poison capable of developing
disease; secondly, a medium of communicating the poison ; and, thirda
an individual predisposed to receive it. That cholera is produced bYg
specific poison seems to be the generally received opinion that
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poison of cholera is developed or propagated by defective drainage and
uncleanliness of localities, appears to be unquestionable; and that indi-
viduals are rendered more liable to its attack by neglect of personal
sanitary measures of whatever kind, be it of personal cleanliness,
scantyor unwholesome food, intemperance or loose living, is to our mind
conclusive. With regard to the medium of communicating the cholera
poison, this is a question which is far fron being satisfactorily settled.
One theory is that water is the medium of communication, hence the
theorists assert that the disease invariably follows the course of navip-
tion; but unfortunately for them, it generally goes up stream. Chotra
ia 1832 appeared in Quebec early in the month of June, and almost
simultaneously-we believe it was a few hours after-it broke out in the
Barracks in Montreal. No personal communication had occurred between
the two cities. In 1834 it appeared in Quebec, Montreal, and Toronto
on the saine day; and on the UTpper Ottawa a case is mentioned of a
party of raftsmen bringing their timber to market, who had notheld com-
munication with any civilized community for months, but who were at-
tacked with a violent purging and voumiting, and three of their number
died in a few hours. This last circumstance we have heard froin
several men connected with the lumber trade, and can be authen-
ticated.. A somewhat , similar case is on record. In November,
1848, two vessels left the port of Havre bound for America, one
the Swanton, on the passage to New Orleans; the other, the ship New
York, bound for the port of that naine. While in mid-oceau the cholera
broke out on board of each vessel, and proved fatal in from twenty to thirty
indivduals in each ship. The port of lavre at the time the vessels left,
Ïas entirely free from the disease, nor had any of the crew or passengers
been in the vicinity of the disease before embarkation. These circum-
Btances would almost point to the atmosphere being the medium of coin-
aunication of the cholera poison; certain local conditions, as low marshy
or ill-drained land being favourable to the development of the disease.

General sanitary precautions should be adopted by communities, and the
ceaning of streets is a necessity which shouldbe rigîdly enforced. All
.ouse refuse should be removed without delay; vegetable or animal matter
BbOuld not be allowel to remain in heaps until a sufficient quantity accu-

Mlates to form, a load, but should be removed each morning. A proper
Stem of scaverger carts ouglit to be introduced. Ail marshy lots--and

re are many in thelower parts of this city--should be efficiently drained,
tthere cas be no doubt that the moist atmosphere, which. is found near
h ituations, is highly favourable if not to the development, at least to the
pagation of cholera. These are a few suggestions, which we trust will
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be acted on in time to be of service'to the community. There are other
duties more of a personal character which deserve mention. Holuse clean-
liness, frequent ventilation, and the free use of lime ought to be insisted
on; the police should bave the power under instruction of the lealth
Officer of enforcing sanitary measures under penalty.

But while we are attending to the condition of our houses and thorough.
fares, let us not omit personal sanitary precautions.

Intemperance both in eating and drinking should be avoided at al
times, but more especially during the existence of epidemic disease. The
daily use of spirituous liquors is unneessary if not positively injurious,
and especially so with the thermometer ranging between 90 and 100 de-
grecs in the shade. We advise no sudden change in the habits of life,
but would especially enjoin temperance and abstemiousness in all things;

The diet should be plain, nutritious and easily digestible-unripe
vegetables and fruit should be avoided; in a word, let each individual live
-as far as his diet is concerned-in that manner which he has found
most conducive to his health.

Severe mental or bodily fatigue is highly injurious, inasmuch as con-
siderable waste of nervous power is the consequence, and hence the system
is rendered more liable to an attack of any prevailing malady. The neces-
sity of personal cleanliness cannot be too urgently recommended. The
clothing should be comfortable, seasonable; let each individual watch
the changes which occasionally occur with such rapidity, and if need
be change his clothes to suit the temperature. Nothing can be more injI.
rious than the sudden arrest of free action of the surface, by exposure,
without sufficient or adequate clothing during the sudden vicissitudesM
our ever changeable climate. Such are the measures we would recom!
mend for general. adoption. The object being to preserve the body in,
state of as perfect health as possible, avoiding excesses of all kinds aud
abstaining from anything likely to derange or impair the digesti
functions. -

Our readers will receive with this number of the journal a circu0rI
from Dr. Hingston, to which answers are requested. The same c
has been sent to the French Canadian Physicians through the Gaze9.
Iedicale, and in these ways a fair expression of the views entertainedY
the profession generally, is expected. We are in a position to state t!.t
should the answers indicate a more than usual acquaintance withA',
subjects contained in the questions, Dr. Ringston will give them exP
sion, and the writers due credit. As the questions are of interesttot3

profession generally, we hope the circular will receive immediate t
tion.
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